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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
I .  THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
. Both the Rabbinic conc ept of  the Torah and St . Paul ' s  delineation 
of the nature and purpose bf the Law o f  Moses have been misunderstood and , 
subsequently , mi sinterpreted . Thi s study proposes to ac compli sh a three­
fold purpose :  ( 1 )  to make a thorough examination of the true spirit of  
Judai sm under Torah ( Law and instruction ) as gleaned from the corpus of 
Rabbinic writings ; ( 2 )  to investigate Paul ' s  doctrine of "justification 
by faith" and hi s treatment of the Law in the formulation of New Testa­
ment theology , particularly as s et forth in the letter s  of  Romans and 
Galatians ; and ( 3 ) to draw some definite conclusions based on a critical 
and unbiased study of the two distinct positions . 
It has become nec essary that the differences  between Judaism and 
Christianity be  studied and evaluated on a higher intellectual level , 
namely through a systemat ic  and open-minded analysis . Apart from such 
an approach , all dialogue between the two groups takes place in a vacuum . 
A perusal of the available sourc es leads to the conclusion that 
St . Paul is  not as anti-Torah as pos ited by many Jewish theologians . 
Likewise , the so-called "burden of the Law" is  not as heavy and binding 
as supposed and suggested by s everal Christian theologians . 
II . DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The Pauline Idea of Faith embraces the concept that the Law was 
good� but was incapable of bringing salvation . Therefore� it merely 
s erved as a tutor to bring men to  a saving knowledge of Jesus Christ . 
Paul interpreted Chri st as the Messiah of Israel and Saviour of the 
2 
world . He based his gospel on the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ . 
His doctrine of " justification by faith" was supported espec ially by 
Abraham who believed God and it was "accounted unto him for r ighteousnes s . "  
Rabbinic Judai sm defined the Law as teaching or instruct ion of 
any kind� and held that Holines s  is the highest commandment of the Law . 
The Joy of the Law is  the very love and life of I srael . The purpose of 
Halakhah is  to expres s  the vrill and wi sdom of God� revealed ·in the Torah� 
as it relates  to daily Jewish l ife . 
The Talmudic , or extra-canonical , legal literatur e  consists of 
two parts : halakhah and haggadah . Halakhah , a rule , refers to additional 
rules  and definitions by which the Torah was applied to daily life 
amidst the changing social and political situations . These  "takkanot " 
ordinances , found in the Mishna , formed the " fence around the Torah . "  
They have been designated as day-by-day guidelines of the Law , ordinances , 
and practical rule , mapping out the Jewish way of life . 1 
1Leo Trepp , Eternal Faith� Eternal People ( Englewood Cliffs , New 
Jersey : Prentice-Hall� Incorporated , 1962 ) , p .  94 . 
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III . METHODS AND SOURCES 
The hi storical method of research will be employed , utilizing the 
writings of scholars who are well-esteemed in their respective fields . 
A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament , translated by Arndt and 
Gingrich together with various critical and exegetical commentaries on 
Act s ,  Romans and Galatians , combined with recogni zed works on the life 
of St . Paul will constitute the basic  references for the study of the 
Apostle ' s  pos ition . The Revised Standard Version of the Bible will be 
quoted exc ept where other versions better clarify a point . The Oral 
Lavr and Jewish ( Talmudic ) literature combined with recogni zed works of 
various Rabbis  will be studied to ascertain the foundations of Judaism . 
Paul ' s  background will be thoroughly examined to determine 
the reason why he arrived at hi s particular idea of faith . His early 
life in Tar sus , Jewish heritage and study in Jerusalem under the famed 
Gamali el , conversion to Christianity , and subsequent revelations constitute 
the foundation upon which be built his theological system and drew his 
conclusions that faith in Christ is the only vray of salvation and 
righteousnes s . 
The development of Judaism i s  vital to our understanding of the 
:Rabbinic c oncept of Halakbah . Judaism ,  as will be noted , is largely 
based on the Talmudic literatur e ; to the Jew Old Testament theology 
finds it s fruition in the Talmud . 
It will also be noted that Judaism i s  not the religion of the Old 
Testament ; it i s  rather an evolutionary development o f  it . Joc z  pointed 
this out rather convincingly: 
Seen historically , rabbini c Judaism is an emergency religion . 
vfuen Yohcnan ben Zakkai was smuggled out of the beseiged c ity 
of Jerusalem in 70  A . D .  to found the academy at Yamnia ,  it was 
an effort to save I srael's identity . . .  But thi s was an 
emergency measure to tide the people over an interim period . 
The Jewish people lived by the hope of speedy restoration 
of Temple vrorship . To this day Judaism has remained an interim 
religion--a religion in suspence .  The Hebrew prayer book , the 
festivals , the ethos of the synagogue , all illustrate this 
att itude of suspense .  The orthodox Jew to this day i s  in a 
waiting stat e : ' I  believe with perfect faith in the coming of 
Mes siah . . . ' 2 
The purpose of thi s thesis  i s  to interpret the contrast that 
exists between the two positions . Both systems begin with the Torah 
or Law of Moses . Paul ' s  proposition i s  that the Law was a temporary 
expedient revealing man ' s  inability to attain unto God ' s  high and holy 
standard , thus showing the neces sity of faith in Christ . Judaism saw 
the Lavr from another perspective , namely , that it was final in itsel f ,  
that righteousness c an be  achieved by keeping it , and that i t  i s  the 
very love and life of Israel . 
The conclusion will be that Judaism stopped short of it s 
e schatological hope by rej ecting Jesus Chri st as the Mes siah of Israel . 
Paul i s  right in proclaiming that the destination of Old Testament 
history and theology i s  Christ  and His Gospel . Paul ' s  .doctrine of 
justification by faith 
declares  that Chri st i s  the awaited and dec i s ive intrusion of 
God ' s  redemptive power into human history and the turning point 
of the ages , and that in him there is  given both the righteous­
ness that fulfill s  the law and suffic ient fulfillment of I srael ' s  
hope in all its vari egated forms . 3 
_ 
2otto Piper , Jakob Joc z , and Harold Floreen , The Church Meets 
Judaism (Minneapolis : Augsburg Publi shing House ,  1960)7 pp . 2-3 . 
3John Bright , � Hi story of Israel ( Philadelphia :  The Westminster 
Pres s ,  1959 ) , p .  4 52 . 
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CHAPTER II  
PAUL ' S  BACKGROUND 
I .  BIRTH AND EARLY YEARS 
Paul's life and thought are known primarily through hi s writings , 
the Pauline epi stles , and the record of hi s activities , The Acts  of the 
Apostles . He was born of Jewish parents in Tarsus , the capital of 
Cili c ia , a province of Asia Minor (Acts 9 : 11 ; 22 : 3 ) .  With characteristic 
Tars ian pride Paul identified himself to the commandant in Jerusalem : 
" I  am a Jew ,  from Tarsus in Cilic ia ,  a c iti zen of no mean c ity" 
(Acts 21 : 39 ) . 
Now a quiet Turkish town , the c ity was at that t ime one of the 
-vrorld' s most sophisticated c enters of learning , industry and commerce , 
harboring a prosperous Jewish colony , many of whose  members were 
naturali zed c itizens of the Roman Empire . Tarsus was built at the mouth 
of the Cyndus River and coMnanded a pos ition of considerable importance 
commercially because of its location on one of the most important 
overland trade routes  of the anci ent world . The r iver was well equipped 
for shipping with an artificial dock and excellent harbor facilities . 
It Mas also a c enter for lumbering and the production of l inen . 1 
Important for the study of Paul' s background is  the fact that 
Tarsus claimed some honor as a univers ity c ity . It was quite renowned 
as a c ity of culture , with s everal prominent Stoic philosophers making 
1w .  M .  Ramsay , The Cities of St . Paul ( London : Hodder and 
Stoughton , 1907 ) , pp . 85-116 . 
- -
their home there . Glover stated :  
Strabo speaks of Stoic studies  flourishing , and mentions by name 
five eminent Stoics , one a friend of Marcus Cato , another of  
Caesar ; he  adds the names of a great Academic ( the tutor of 
Augustus ' nephe-vr Marc ellus ) ,  and of others ,  all men of Tarsus ; 
' Rome is  full of them and of Alexandrians . ' 2 
With the native interest in the university encompass ing him , Paul could 
hardly avoid its  influence .  When , according to Act s  17 : 18 the Athenian 
philosophers referred to Paul as a "babbler " , they were employing a term 
which  meant "one who picks or gleans s eeds of learning" .  The Greeks 
work ( spermologo s ) s ignifie s  a crow , or some other bird , picking up 
3 s eeds . Perhaps Paul did not deserve the scornful accusation made by 
the men of Athens , but there was a grain of truth in it . In his letters 
6 
he clearly reveals  a knowledge of the terms and ideas in the philosophies  
of his day . He had undoubtedly gleaned many of the " seeds of learning" 
first of all in hi s native c ity .  
I f  we follow Socrates ' example and ask what men had to teach 
in the c ity , we learn that long before the Roman times Tarsus 
was a c enter of Greek culture . Strabo, who wrote or compiled 
his geography about the Christian era , says that the Tars ians 
had an enthusiasm for philosophy , and for education generally , 
that out-went Athenians and Alexandrians nor any other c it i zens 
of what we should call university towns ; nearly all the students 
in Tarsus are nat ives . 4 
Tarsus was also a prominent Roman c ity , and s ince Paul was the 
son of a Roman citi zen , he could inform Lysias that he was "born a 
2 Thomas S .  Kepler ( ed. ) , Contemporary Thinking About Paul (New 
York : Abingdon-Cokesbury Press ,  1950) , p .  82. 
3william F .  Arndt & F .  Wilbur Gingrich , � Greek-Engli sh Lexicon 
of the New Testament ( Chicago : The Univ . of Chicago Pres s ,  1957 ) , p .  769 . 
4 
Kepler , loc. cit . 
c itizen" , ( Acts 22 : 28 ) . The chief  captain had just confes sed to Paul , 
" I  bought this  c itizenship for a large sumn . How his father obtained 
this c itizenship , whether for s ervices  rendered or for money , or on 
the manumi s sion of an enslaved anc estor , it is impossible for us to 
know . Blaiklock pointed out that "The Jews had been in Tarsus since 
Antiochus Epiphanes' refoundation .in 171 B . C . , and Paul belonged to a 
minority which had held the Roman Citizenship probably since Pompey ' s  
organization of the East ( 66-62 B . C . ) . n 5 
Certain social and economic advantages were afforded the citizens 
of Rome; the legal rights were especially important to Paul . A c itizen , 
for example ,  could not be punished without a fair trial , and he had 
the right of appeal to the court of the Emperor . 
C i cero describes the privileges of c itizenship , the violation of  
which by Verres  he  c ited a s  an  unspeakable crime : ' To bind a 
Roman c itizen i s  a crime , to flog him i s  an abomination , to slay 
him i s  almost an act of murder : to crucify him i s--what? There  6 i s  no fitting word that can pos sibly describe so horrible a deed . 
These  legal rights may not have always been practiced , and Paul , for 
various reasons may not have availed himself of them . There were 
occasions , however , when Paul knew how to use that c itizenship as a 
shield against injustic e  from local authorities  and to enhance the 
status of the Chri stian faith . At Philippi , for example ,  after being 
imprisoned and later summarily released , Paul demanded more respectful 
7 
5Merrill C .  Tenney ( ed . ) ,  The Zondervan Pictorial Bible Dictionary 
Grand Rapids : (Zondervan Publi shing House , 1964 ) ,  p .  828 . 
6
Donald Joseph Selby , Toward The Understanding of St . Paul 
( Englewood Cliffs , New Jersey : Prentice-Hall , Inc . , 1 9b2 ) ,  p .  1 31 . 
8 
treatment of a due citizen ( Acts 16 : 35-39 ) . 
Paul was a Tarsian , a Roman c itizen and traced his Jevri sh ancestry 
back to  the tribe of Benj amin . Acts is  the source  of knowledge of the 
first two designations . In Philippians 3 : 5  he spoke with pride of being 
a Benj amite . These distingui shing marks rai se the question of  language . 
As a son of Tarsus , a Hellenistic  �ity , in the maj ority of contacts 
out s ide his immediate  environment he would use Greek . Hi s letters 
provide first-hand evidence that Greek was his mother tongue ; he thought , 
spoke , and wrote in Greek . To understand the various moods and the 
similes and references  he uses , we must look back to his Hellenistic  
environment . 
Paul ' s  Greek , however , was not the poli shed literary language of 
the self-conscious rhetorician ;  it was rather the simple ,  graphic 
language of everyday l ife . Yet it is not the colorl es s , stumbling 
style of the ignorant or poorly educated that meets us in Paul ' s  
letters . Together with the s emitici sms that come to him mainly 
from the Septuagint , whos e  Greek is  heavily influenced by the 
Hebrevr vrhich lies  back of it , there is an energy and povrer in 
Paul ' s  style that reflects not so much formal training as a 
strong and highly original mind . 7 
Greek vras the language of business and exchange , particularly among the 
people of the larger cities , to vrhom Paul made his appeal . That his 
letter to the Christians in Rome vras written in Greek points to  the same 
fact . "Greek had penetrat ed deeply into Syria and Palestine ; in  partie-
ular the great c itie s , the spec ial field of Paul ' s  work were strongly 
8 under Greek influence ,  both as to language and general culture . 11 
7 
. 
Ibid . , p .  132 . 
8
Adolph Dei s smann , Paul : A Study in Social and Religious History 
( Nevr York : Harper & Brothe�Publishers-:-1927 ) , p-:---4"1 .  
r 
That Paul could use Hebrevr seems apparent from the fact that 
Jewish children were taught to learn Hebrew ·in the synagogue school and ,  
secondly , that he had studied under Gamaliel in Jerusalem . Holzner 
also believed that Paul ' s  father " consc ientiously taught his son the 
ancient sacred language of the Bible,"
9. 
vfuen the s ituation required it , he cotlid address  his audience in 
Aramaic ,  the Semitic dialect that had r eplaced Hebrew as the language 
of the Jews  ( Acts 21 : 40 ,  22 : 2 ) .  The term "Hebre1.r " in the New Testament 
is  used "as a name for the Aramaic -speaking Jevrs in Contrast to those  
who spoke Greek" . 10 
The vrord ' Hebrew ' in  these  pas sages cannot indicate merely 
Israelitish descent or general adherance to the Jews ' religion 
. . .  Obviously it i s  used in some narrower s ense . The key to 
its meaning is found in Acts vi . 1 ,  where , vithin Judaism, the 
' Helleni sts ' are distinguished from the ' Hebrews ' ,  the Helleni sts 
being the Jews of the dispers ion ;.rho spoke Greek , and the Hebrews 
the Jews of Palestine who spoke Aramaic . ll 
Therefore , the vernacular Hebrew of Palestine would not have been a 
foreign language to young Paul; on the contrary he probably heard it 
spoken quite often as Greek . His parents , who lived comparatively 
close to Palestine , undoubtedly conversed with relatives  and old friends 
in Aramaic .  
Paul was also  able  to speak Latin .  It i s  impos s ible to ascertain 
the extent of his ability to converse in the language . Selby pointed out 
9 Rt . Rev . Joseph Holzner , Paul of Tarsus ( St .  Louis :  B .  Herder 
Book Co . ,  1946 ) , p .  12 . 
10 
Arndt , 2.£· c it . , p .  212 . 
11 J .  Gresham Machen , � Origin of Paul ' s  Religion ( Grand Rapids : 
Wm . B. Eermans Publi shing Company , 19251: p .  46. 
9 
10 
that it vas required of Roman c itizens and related that "Suetonius 
records that Claudius withdrew the rights of c itizenship from a prominent 
Greek because of his ignorance of Latin . "12 Ramsay held that when Paul 
was scourged in Jerusalem he complained of the violation of his legal 
rights in Latin , the Roman tongue (Acts 22 : 25 ) . "The phrase which Paul 
d t b bl · · t 1 • th t · t · t · ' n
l3  use  was mos pro a y !:!:.. u;.cognl a ,  Wl ou- lnves lga lng our cas e .  
Paul ' s  threefold relationship to Greece ,  Rome , and Judaism i s  also 
reflected in his name . From the Acts we learn that hi s Jewi sh name was Saul . 
That he rec eived at birth the Jevrish name Saul may also be 
as sumed without much question . While he never used any other 
name than Paul in the letters , addres sed as they were to churches 
with many Gentiles , he does claim to belong to the tribe of Ben­
jrunin ( Romans 11 : 1; Phil . 3 : 5 ) , and Saul would be an appropriate 
name . It has been pointed out that the author of  Acts shifts 
from Saul to Paul ( 13 : 9 )  as Paul moves into a more Helleni stic 
territory , and that Semitisms yield in general to a superior 
type of Greek in the second half of the Acts . l4 
The origin of his  second name , Paul , is disputed ; one theory is 
that it was probably derived from the well-known Pauli family in Rome , his 
father having been a manumitted slave who gained his name and citizenship 
for some notable s ervic e  rendered . The usual theory i s  that he 1vas given 
a Jewish name Saul and a Roman name Paul . Goodspeed added : 
As a Roman c itizen , he had to have a full Roman name , first , 
s econd and third ( praenomen , nomen and cognomen ) ,  but the 
Greelw with whom he principally labored in after years , used 
only one name ; they spoke of  Plato , Socrates , Ari stotle . So 
12 Selby , 3£· c it . , p .  133 . 
13 W. M. Ramsay , St . Paul the Traveler and the Roman Citizen , 
( London : Hodder & Stoughton , 1901); p .  225 . 
14 . George Arthur Buttrick ( ed . ) ,  The Interpreter ' s  Dictionary of 
the Bible ( New York : Abingdon Pres s ,  l9b2T , p .  684. 
Saul came to be known by his  cognomen Paulus , or as we call 
him , Paul . l 5  
11 
Then it was also fashionable for the man who prided himself on hi s Greek 
education and his knowledge of the Greek language , to bear a Greek name ; 
but at the same time he had his other name in the native language , by 
which he was known among hi s countrymen . 
Prior to Acts 13 : 9  the apostle has been called Saul , but from 
thi s  point on in the narrative his name i s  Paul . The question has 
ari sen why Luke as cribed the new name just then on the Island of  
Cyprus . Munck suggested : 
An obvious but s eldom given explanation is  that he knew that 
Paul himself had changed his name at thi s  time and had begun 
using his surname . The reason may have been that as his travels 
into the Gree� world were beginning , this  would be a natural 
thing to do . l 
The fact that he constantly used hi s Roman name in his epi stles is 
perhaps indicative of Paul ' s  pride of Roman citizenship . 
In many ways Tarsus stood at a confluence of East and West . The 
wi sdom of the Greeks and the world-order of the Romans , together with 
the influence of Oriental mysticism ,  were deeply rooted in its 
consciousness .  A keen minded Jew born and reared in Tarsus , was destined 
to gather the best from more  than one world . 
Thus we note that Paul obtained from Tarsus the three ingredients 
so prominent in his life and ministry , and so vital in the world of 
1 5Edgar J .  Goodspeed , Paul ( Nashville : Abingdon Press , 1947 ) , 
pp . 3-4 . 
16 Johannes  Munck , The Acts of the Apostles  ( Garden City , New 
York : Doubleday & Company:-fnc::-l967�p .  119 . 
his day : Roman c itizenship , the language and culture of Hellenism , a.nd 
the religion of the Jews . 
II . PAUL THE JEW 
Dominating all else , however , was Paul ' s  Jewish heritage . While 
the Roman Empire may have pro�ided the orbit of his mini stry , Jerusalem 
was always the c enter . .  Henc e , it was the synagogue rather than the 
university that was to influenc e  his life . In his letter to the church 
at Philippi ( 3: 5 ) , he stres sed the fact that he was a true Hebre-vr , 
having been born of pure Jewish stock . Although he might have been 
regarded as a "Hellenist ", he chose  rather to identify himself a 
"Hebrew" . Writing to the church at Corinth concerning his enemies  who 
denied his apostolic  authority Paul was compelled to boast . He began 
with a reference to his des cent . His enemies  laid claim to the fact 
that they were  r elated to the mother church at Jerusalem . In this  
respect they had no  advantage over Paul : "Are they Hebrews ? So am I. 
Are they I sraelites ?  S o  am I .  Are they the descendants of Abraham? 
So am I . " ( 2  Corinthians 11 : 22 ) . 
The manifesto of his faith was clearly declared in Romans : 
I am speaking the truth as a Chri stian , and my own consc ience , 
enlightened by the Holy Spirit , as sures me it is  no lie : in 
my heart there is  great grief and unc easing sorrow . For I 
could even pray to be outcast from Chri st myself  for the sake 
of my brothers , my natural kinsfolk . They are Israelites : they 
were made God ' s  sons; theirs  i s  the splendour of the divine 
pres ence ,  theirs the covenants, the law ,  the temple  worship, 
and the promises . Theirs are the patriarchs, and from them, 
in natural descent , sprang the Mes s iah . ( 9 : 1-5a, NEB ) . 
These  words are the personal testimony of one -vrho was consc iously a 
Jew , proud of his people and of their role in history . In St . Paul the 
12 
Traveler , Ramsay remarked :  
He was a Jew at least as much as he was a Tarsian and a Roman , 
as regards his early surroundings; and it is  obvious that the 
Je-vri sh side of his nature and education proved infinitely the most. 
important , as his character developed . l7 
13  
It is  impos s ible to disprove that Paul ' s  early religious training 
was e s sentially pure undiluted Judaism . A great deal has been made of 
the fact that Paul ' s  background in Tarsus contributed to his transition 
to Chri stianity; that had he been integrated in Rabbinic Judai sm rather 
than a type of Hellenistic or Diaspora Judaism he would have been much 
more rooted and grounded in the religion of his fathers .  Some Jewish 
scholars , Claude Montefiore and Joseph Klausner , in particular , have 
emphasi zed the fact that Paul was born outside Palestine and , therefore , 
could not have been aware of the full wealth of pure Pale stinian Judaism . 
Hi s soul was torn between Palestinian Pharisai sm , the teachings 
of which he learned particularly in Jerusalem . . . and Jewish 
Hellenism--and in a certain measure also pagan Hellenism , in 
the midst of which he was born and educated in his childhood 
in pagan and half-Hellenistic Tarsus . This two-fold state , or 
rather , thi s  half-and-half condition was the cause of the complete 
overthrow of historic  Judaism brought about by Paul--Paul , who 
was much more  denationalized and divided in soul than was Jesus-­
the latter being a Jew· of Palestine only , and hence not affected. 
by foreign and conflicting influences . le 
How shall we answer thi s  interpretation of Paul ? First , we may 
doubt the suppos ition that a Jew born in Tarsus of necess ity was conversant 
with a Judaism inferior to that of Palestine . Living in the diaspora 
often brought about a more  intens e  devotion to the religion of the home-
land . Paul ' s  own witnes s  in Philippians 3 : 5 ,  6 strongly emphasi zes that 
p .  312 . 
17 Ramsay , 2.1?.. c it .  , p. 32 . 
18  Joseph Klausner , From Jesus to Paul ( Boston : Beacon Press , 1943 ) ,  
14 
hi s parents were Pharisees  of the strictest type , and all the mUltitud-
inous requirements of Judaistic legalism were rigidly observed in his  
father ' s house .  He was not only c ircumsized the eighth day as prescribed 
by the law ,  but was faultless  as "touching the righteousness  which i s  in 
the law . "  Second , the old distinction to which Klausner and others gave 
emphasi s  i s  now known to be highly overstated . Palestinian and Diaspora 
Judaism is not as different as it was made to be . It should be noted 
that for three  centuries , under the Seleuc ids , Palestine had been open 
not only to a Greek occupation but one that deliberately purposed to 
Hellenize the people . And that this  was accomplished to some degree has 
been increasingly recognized . Relating to the spread and impact of 
Hellenism ,  Bright wrote "It had been Alexander' s aim to achieve a 
union of East and West under the aegis of Greek culture,"
19  To achieve 
this  goal he took Iranians and other Orientals into full partnership 
with himself , encouraged and provided for mass  marriages between his 
soldiers and c ivilians , and incorporated a policy of s ettling his 
veterans and other Greeks in colonies all over his  vast empire . Each 
colony thus became an i sland of Hellenism and the focus of further spread . 
That the Jews of  the Diaspora should have absorbed the new culture-­
and language--was inevitable .  Nor lvere the Jews of Palestine 
immune .  Greek colonies , founded s ince  Alexander ' s  conquests , 
dotted the land--Greek thought ivas in the air and inevitably 
made its impact on the minds of Jewish thinkers  as they grappled 
with the new problems that their age had raised . . .  Although· 
godly Jews were not driven by thi s  to any compromising of 
religious principle , there lvere other Jews who were quite de­
moralized by it , many of them , in fact , becoming so avid for 
l9Bright , �· c it . , p .  400. 
Greek culture that they found their native laws and customs 
an embarrassment.20 
The problem was further complicated by the number of Greek words 
that crept into Je wish literary sources: 
The Greek terms such as bema, Sanhedrin, and others used to 
describe the institutions and ornaments of Judaism; the 
extensive evidence drawn upon by Professor Goodenough of Yale, 
in his monumental works on Je vrish-Symbols in the Graeco-Roman 
World, to show how Hellenistic and Jewish images were inter­
mingling in the first century in Palestine as in the Diaspora; 
and the way in which even Rabbinic methods of exegesis reveal 
Aristotelean and other Greek influences--all these elements shm.;r 
that the Judaism of Palestine was not a watertight compartment 
shut off from all Gentile influences but a reli.gion which was 
inevitably open  to Helienization.2l 
It is quite clear then, even if Paul was reared a Diaspora Jew 
he was not outside the main stream of Judaism. But there is another 
significant question that needs to be considered . Are we certain that 
Paul was raised in the Diaspora? I t  is clear that he was born in 
Tarsus, but what is not well defined is the length of time he lived 
there. The crucial Scripture is the following in Acts 22 : 3  (NEB) which 
reads: 
' I  am a true-born Jew, ' he said, 'a native of Tarsus in Cilicia. 
I was brought up in this city, and as a pupil of Gamaliel I was 
thoroughly trained in every point of our ancestral law. I have 
always been  ardent in God's service , as you all are today.' 
Paul had returned to Jerusalem to bring a report of his missionary 
j ourneys to the brethren. However, when his enemies learned that he 
was in the city they pressed for his arrest and condemnation. The 
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passage quoted above is a part of his statement concerning his background, 
20Ibl·d., · 4oo 01 pp. - . 
21w .  D. Davies, Invitation to the New Testament, (Garden City, New 
York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., Anchor Book Ed., 1969) ,  p .  247.  
education, and religion. He used three terms in logical sequence, 
born, brought up, and trained. The term "brought up" (anatrepho) 
"mental · d · · t 1 t b · t · " 22 means an splrl ua nur ure,  rlng up, rear, raln . I t  is 
used in Acts 1 : 31 with reference to· Moses, "Pharoah' s daughter took 
him up, and nourished him as her own son." The passage indicates that 
Paul left Tarsus when he was quit� young, possibly eve n  before the 
environment of that city could have deeply influenced him . 
This me ans that those who have emphasized that Paul , from his 
earliest days, had been open to the impact of Greek philosophy 
such as Stoicism, vhich was especially popular at Tarsus, to the 
attraction of Mystery Religions with their insidious corruptions, 
and to the Hellenistic ethos generally--have all been mistaken. 
In  Paul , we confront not a Diaspora Jew at all but a true son of 
Palestine acquainted with the best Rabbinic Judaism of his day.23 
Paul also claimed to be a Pharisaic Jew. Called in question 
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before the Council, Paul divided the two parties present by saying, "My 
brothers, I am a Pharisee ,  a Pharisee born and bred; and the true issues 
in this trial is our hope of the resurrection of the dead. 11 (Acts 23 : 6  
NEB) . In Acts 26:5 (NEB) Paul testified, "I belonged to the strictest 
group in our religion: I lived as a Pharisee.!! To the brethren in the 
Church at Philippi Patll wrote: (Philippians 3: 6 NEB) "In my attitude 
to the law, a Pharisee ,  . . .  in legal rectitude, faultless." I n  
Galatians 1:13-14 (NEB) Paul related how he out-performed his contem-
poraries in Judaism: 
You have heard what my manner of life was when I was still a 
practicing Jew: how savagely I persecuted the church of God, 
and tried to destroy it; and how in the practice of our national 
22Arndt & Gingrich, ££· cit., p.  62. 
23D . · ' 248 avles, ££· clt. , pp. -9 . 
religion I was outstripping many of my Jewish contemporaries 
in my boundless devotion to the traditions of my ancestors. 
According to Acts 9 : 1  he was sufficiently conversant with the High 
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Priest that he was granted permission by letter to carry out his intense 
campaign of persecuting and exterminating Christians. Everything, there-
fore, points to the fact that Paul was not only a Jew, but a Pharisee ,  
definitely one of the strictest of his kind. 
III.  PAUL'S TRAINING IN PHARISAIC JUDAISM 
In  his address before the Jewish Supreme Council Paul declared, 
"I am a Jew, born in Tarsus in Cilicia, but brought up in this city at 
the feet of Gamaliel ,  educated according to the strict manner of the law 
of our fathers, being zealous for God as you all are this day' (Acts 22: 3). 
He appears to have gone to Jerusalem at an early age,  for according 
to his own testimony in Acts 22 : 3, he was brought up there and was a 
pupil of the celebrated rabbi Gamaliel who was an eminent nTannaite" 
of the first generation. 24 25 26 Montefiore, Grant, and Knox prefer 
to doubt the statement in Acts that Paul was a pupil of Gamaliel .  The 
reasons cited are that the reliability of Acts is not certain, especially 
in comparing Luke 's account with Galatians 1 :22 which implies that Paul 
was not in Jerusalem during his youth, and that Paul 's exegesis is not 
24 Claude G. Montefiore, Judaism and St. Paul (London: M. Goshen, 
1914), p. 90. 
25Robert M. Grant, Historical Introduction to the Ne-vr Testament 
(New York : Harper & Row Publishers, 1963), p. 146.--- --. -
26Jobn Knox, Chapters in a Life of Paul (New York: Abingdon­
Cokesbury Press, 1950) ,  pp. 34-5-:- -- -- --
essentially rabbinic. 27 . 28 On the other hand, Klausner, Dav1es, 
29 30 31 . Deissmann, Goodspeed, and Stewart bel1eved that Paul spent 
considerable time at the feet of the famous rabbi. 
There seems to be no adequate reason for rej ecting the evidence 
of Acts, and of the Epistles, that Paul was trained in Rabbinic 
Judaism at Jerusalem, and 'profited in the Jews' religion above 
many (his) equals being more e xceedingly zealous of the traditions 
of (his) fathers. ' Commenting on 2 Corinthians 11:22 and Phil­
ippians 3:5f. Rawlinson writes: 'St. Paul's emphatic claim in 
Philippians 3:5 and 2 Corinthians 11 : 22, to be a Hebrew suggests 
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that his opponents had attempted to deny his affinities with 32 Aramaic speaking Judaism and to rank him exclusively as a Hellenist. ' 
While Grant held that Paul 's exegesis was not essentially rabbinic, 
yet a careful study of his letters reveals  frequent use of the rabbinic 
method. Kee and Young pointed out that "His letters show little interest 
in the involved methods of interpreting scripture that were commonly 
employed by the rabbis of his day, although he does use some of the 
more familiar rabbinic allegories in his letters (1 Corinthians 10 : 1-3; 
Galatians 4:21-31 ) . "33 Stew-art referred to another characteristic of 
27Klausner, ££· cit., p. 309. 
28D · 't 248 av1es, £12.· .£2::....· , p. . 
29Deissmann, ££· cit. , pp. 93-4 . 
30 Goodspeed, 2£· cit. , pp. 223-24.  
31Jrunes S. Stewart, A Man in Christ (New York: Harper and 
Brothers Publishers, 1959 ) , -p:-37-.-
32w. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (New York: Harper & 
Row, Publishers, 1967) ,W, 2-3. 
33Howard Clark K�e and Franklin W .  Young, Understanding the New 
Testament (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey : Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1957) , 
p .  210. 
Paul's handling of the Old Testament. "He would occasionally pile up 
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quotations, culled almost at random fr om different parts of the Scripture 
to reinforce his line of appeal .  "4 This was in true rabbinic style. ".) 
Deissmann held that the e xegesis which Paul bestOI·red upon the Septuagint 
was distinctly Jewish. I t  was also the exegesis of a completely author-
itative document; what is written cannot be disputed for God Himself 
speaks in Scripture.  
With such an attitude to the letter of the Bible,  Paul as an 
exegete,  appears  slavishly bound from the outset .  But we know 
that means had long ago been  discovered ,  in spite of the tyranny 
of the letter,  to get beyond the letter .  This means, which Paul 
is fond of using, is allegorical exegesis. It  was not invented 
by Jews:  they certainly took over from Hellenism, vhich inter­
preted the poets allegorically, in order to get r id of their 
religious coarseness for those who thr ough culture  had become 
prudish . . . The Jews, however, were  glad to borrow it, because 
they needed it. 35 
In  Appendix number VIII  to Munck's commentary on the Acts, W. F. Albrfght36 
elaborated on the subj ect of "Paul's Education" which vras only briefly 
touched upon by the late W. C. van Unnik. He held the same view as 
van Unnik that the Apostle was brought up as a child in Jerusalem, 
thus receiving his education in that city. The education of a young 
man began when he was about six year s  of age and continued for ten to 
twel ve years, during '1-rhich time the student would study all the subj ects 
necessary to his intended career. He also pointed out that a Jewish boy 
studying in the Rabbinic tradition would be exposed to Greek thought and 
logic in his interpretation of the Scriptures. 
3tf Stewart, 2.£· cit. , p. 43. 
35Deissmann, 2.£· cit. , pp. 101-02. 
36 Munck, 2.£· cit. , pp. 309-12. 
Thanks to the vrork of Saul Liebermann (see especially his Hellenism 
in Je vrish Palestine , New York, 1950) and other students of the 
origins of rabbinic law, we now know that it was Gamaliel's grand­
father Hillel the Elder,  j ust before the Christian era, who intro­
duced Greek logic into rabbinic teaching in the form of Alexandrine 
hermeneutic principles in use at that time. 37 
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This certainly would account for the style of Paul's letters to his Greek 
congregations. 
Albright concluded by stating that: 
There is absolutely nothing in Paul's references to popular 
philosophy or in his rare use of Greek aphorisms or of common 
rhetorical devices to indicate that he had ever  received a 
secular Greek education. The total lack of e vidence that 
Paul kne 1.; the Greek classics is al one conclusive proof that 
he had never studied Greek formally--at least beyond an 
elementary school . 38 
One thing seems certain, his Jerusalem period served to reveal to 
him more clearly than ever  that a true Jew is not one outwardly but 
inwardly (Rom. 8: 28-30) . 
There was something fundamentally attractive and maj estic about 
the studies of Pharisaism. The concept of the Torah as e mbodying God's 
purpose for men, the intensity and dedication with which rabbinic 
learning was pursued, the many noble souls who loved the Law of their 
fathers immensely and found profound delight in observing it, the deep 
religious experience that the Law could and often did effect in its 
devotees and that was expected to meet the deep and spiritual needs of 
the soul--all this reveals a system of religious life and practice 
that cannot be signally valued. Nevertheless, the Torah had been so 
37 Munck, �· cit. , p .  310. 
38Ibid. , 312 p. . 
overlaid vri th multitudinous oral interpretations that the Law as a 
precept had begun to overshadow the Law as moral; its inward spiritual 
character subordinated to its external and legal aspects. 
Paul is certainly represented in Scripture as a Pharisee of the 
highest caliber, zealously observing the Law and seeking, at the same 
time , the inward peace and satisfaction which such adherence was 
calculated to provide. He was e vidently well on the way to becoming a 
rabbi when a crisis occurred which changed the whole program of his 
life radically and thoroughly. 
IV. CONVERSION TO CHRISTIANITY 
For it is the God who said, ' Let light shine out of darkness, ' 
who has shone in out hearts to give the light of the knowledge 
of the glory of God in the face of Christ. (2 Cor. 4 :6 ) . 
Paul's life  can very definitely be divided into two stages:  the 
f 
period without Christ and the days "in Christ. " He has now approached 
that momentous hour in his life that separates these two aspects. In 
three decisive occurrences that follow swiftly on each other 's heels, 
Paul ' s  life stormed on. First the martyrdom of Stephen, then the 
persecution of the Christians in Judea, and finally the j ourney to 
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Druuascus. From there he hurried on to the moment of the great reversal, 
to that j uncture when his life was turned into another channel; no 
longer a life of destruction but a life pouring out all its strength to 
support, to fructify, and "in Christ Jesus" to bless God and all mankind .  
Within Judaism a new sect had appeared, following one Jesus of 
Nazareth, whom they affirmed to be the Messiah of promise and themselves 
to be the new and true "Israel of God, " the people of the New Covenant, 
bringing to fulfillment all that God had purposed for his people and 
inheriting all the promises given in the history of Israel to the 
people of the old covenant. Such claims, particularly that of a 
crucified Messiah, struck at the very foundations the structure which 
Paul's rabbinic training had nourished and his recent studies in 
Jerusalem had so recently conf�rmed,  and threatened the essential 
features of Judaism itself. 
Christological doctrine in itself--the belie f  that God has 
become man and has allowed his only-begotten son to suffer 
sacrificial death as a propitiation for the sins of mankind-­
has remained ,  as Paul rightly says, a 'stumbling block' to the 
Je•rs. It  is an impossible article of belief, vrhich detracts 
from God's sovereignty and absolute otherness--an article which, 
in fact, destroys the world.39 
To exterminate this sect and to destroy this blasphemous heresy root 
and branch became the supre me passion of his life , "For you have heard 
of my former life in Judaism, how I persecuted the church of God 
violently and tried to destroy it" (Galatians l :  13) .  Nothing could be 
more certainly the divine will than that he should oppose with all of 
his strength ''the name of Jesus of Nazareth" and pursue to death all 
who belonged to "the sect of the Nazarenes." Hence , he literally "laid 
waste tl).e church." (Acts 26: 9-11 ;  8 : 3) 
To further this purpose he set out for Damascus authorized with 
documents from the High Priest in Jerusalem,  to secure "any of this 
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way" who had gone there and possibly return them under force to the Holy 
City to face trial for heresy . Klausner pointed out that when the 
39Hans Joachim Schoeps, The Jewish-Christian Argument (Nev York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Hinston, 1963), p. 23. 
persecutions against the Nazarenes in Jerusalem became severe, a part 
of them fled to Damascus ( or possibly even before at the time that 
P t d J hn . . d )  40 e er  an o were 1mpr1sone . There were also a number of female 
proselytes dwelling in Damascus. 
Paul could not endure the thought of the disciples of Jesus 
corrupting the Jews of Damascus, too. These Jews, like all Jews in 
all Roman provinces, were subj ect to the heads of the nation in Jeru-
salem regarding all religious matters. Hence, Paul sought letters 
authorizing him to bring back the fleeing believers, whethe r men or 
women .  
The question arises, What authority did the high priest in 
Jerusalem have to arrest Jews in Damascus and bring them 
back in chains to Jerusalem? I t  would appear that the 
answer to this question is to be found if we suppose that 
the persons referred to were Jewish residents of Palestine 
who had fled to Damascus, and not being citizens of Syria, were 
subj e ct to the laws of Palestine; or that they were Damascene 
Jews who had voluntarily subj ected themselves to the supreme 
ecclesiastical authority of the Jewish metropolis in all 
matters pertaining to faith and religion. 41 
Paul reached the city of Damascus but not as he had expected, 
for on the •ray he vas confronted with Jesus of Nazareth and soundly 
converted to the new sect which he haq been so zealously persecuting. 
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Here was one of the most amazing reversals of p urpose in the history of 
mankind. 
This conversion experience was far and away the most vital and 
formative influence of Pau1 ' s life. Compared with this, every­
thing else--his Jewish ancestry, his Rabbinic training, his 
Hellenistic contacts, every factor of heredity and environment--
40 Klausner, ££· cit. , pp. 319-20. 
41I bid. 
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was completely secondary. 42 
Four accounts of Paul's conversion to Christianity appear in the New 
Testament (Acts 9:3-19; 22: 6-21; 26: 12-18; Galatians 1: 12-16) ,  differing 
slightly in details respecting accompanying phenomena, but agreeing 
substantially as to what Paul saw and heard and said. Various 
approaches, mystical, visionary, ,psychological, and prophetic have been 
set forth to explain this glorious transformation. What seems to be a 
sudden conversion had undoubtedly been the last stage of a long 
prepatory process. 
1. His increasing disillusionment concerning the Law. Paul had 
an exceedingly sensitive approach to the Law, which he endeavored to 
keep meticulously ( Philippians 3:6) . He took the position that only 
complete fulfillment of the law could save a man from being accursed . 
His own personal conviction is related in Galatians 3 : 10, "For all who 
rely on works of the law are under a curse; for it is written, "Cursed 
be every one who does not abide by all things written in the book of 
the law, and do them. " His epistles to the Romans and Galatians 
suggest that his understanding of the moral law, embodied, as he 
believed, in the Torah, was so keen that he despaired of fulfilling it. 
External observance and inward fulfillment were to be one and result in 
spiritual victory and freedom from bondage, but this was not proving 
to be the case. Actions, he learned, could be controlled, but inward 
desires could not. "Hhat then shall we say? That the law is sin? By 
no means! Yet ,  if it had not been for the law; I should not have known 
42stewart, 2£· cit., p. 82. 
sin. I should not have known what it is to covet if the lm.; had not 
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said, 'You shall not covet 111 (Romans 7:7 ) .  This condition, experienced 
by himself is described with remarkable vividness in the whole of 
Romans chapter seven. Perhaps his intense, almost savage endeavor to 
obliterate Christianity reflects a sense of insecurity prompted by 
misgivings and doubts. Like a s4ubborn ox he was kicking "against the 
goads" and destroying himself more than those of "the way 11 (Acts 9 : 5; 
26 : 14 ) .  
But a thinking man will not continue to live in a spiritual 
vacuum with a negative attitude toward life. Holzner observed: 
Thus many who lived under the law tried to make a virtue out of 
necessity with a slavish observance of the letter of the l m.;, 
an indulgence in p ettifogging exegesis of the law, and a pitiful 
attempt to make themselves believe that their racial connection 
to the people  to whom the promises were made was of some avail. 
But all this hypocritical subterfuge was intolerable to a man 
of Paul's character.43 
From his epistles we learn that his nature was one that had an irrepress-
ible desire for perfection, a yearning for total commitment to a goal 
and a willingness to seek its own dissolution in the achievement of any 
task assigned by God. Paul was an uncompromising enemy of all mediocrity. 
This explains his motive for all-out p ersecution of the followers of 
the Christ. He had an inner all-consuming fire of restlessness that 
could not be quenched. Hence his extraordinary zeal was kept  at a high 
pitch in order to compensate for the defections in the observance of 
the law. 
2 .  The impact made upon his life by the followers of Jesus and 
particularly by the message and martyrdom of Stephen. Paul vras not 
43 Holzner, �· cit . , p. 33. 
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persecuting people of whose philosophy of life he was totally ignorant. 
It  is certain Paul knew a great deal about the Nazarenes and must have 
been impressed with their quality of life and conduct. They possessed 
inner j oy� peace� assurance and courage� which he had long sought 
without success. Selby suggested: 
Paul's . . . acquaintance wi,th the Christian movement provided 
material for the content of his experience of conversion and the 
framework within which it occurred.  It  is possible . . .  that 
Paul was unconsciously influenced more than he ever  realized or 
admitted by his contests with the followers of Jesus. Perhaps� 
too� those contests had sha�e n  the subconcious foundations of 
his confidence in the Law. 4 
Stephen� whose stoning· he favored and perhaps openly encouraged� was the 
sup reme example of this; This spirit-filled  deacon of the early church� 
representing the hellenistic Christians, had scrutinized the course of 
Hebre w history to show that special privileges no longer existed for 
the Jewish nation; that Christianity was the fulfillme nt of that 
history and had superceded the Law and the Temple. All this had 
resulted from the coming of "the Righteous One�" Jesus Christ� who had 
been  rej ected and crucified by the very people whose prophets had 
predicted his coming into the world (Acts 7:2-53). F. F. Bruce 
rightly pointed out that it was: 
not a speech for the defense in the forensic sense of the term. 
Such a speech as this was by no means calculated to secure an 
acquital before the Sanhedrin. It is rather a defense of pure 
Christianity as God's appointed way of worship.45 
44 Selby� ££ ·  cit. , p .  166. 
45F. F. Bruce, The Book of Acts, NINTC (Grand Rapids, Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 195bJ, �14l.----
Such radical preaching vras too much for the listening Sanhedrin. This 
argument incensed them: 
But they cried out with a loud voice and stopped their ears and 
rushed together upon him. Then they cast him out of the city 
and stoned him; and the witnesses laid down their garments at 
the feet.of a young man named Saul. And as they were stoning 
Stephen, he prayed, 'Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.' And he 
knelt down and cried with a loud voice, 'Lord, do not hold this 
sin against them'. And when he had said this he fell asleep 
(Acts 7:5.7-60; cf. Deut. 17:7). 
The apologetic was anathema to Paul, and yet it was the argument 
of a man who could die with singular assurance, committing his spirit 
to the Lord and praying mercy upon his murderers. Remorse for his part 
in the action of that tragic day may well have troubled him, though the 
Scriptures have nothing to say on this point. But if there 1-rere one 
circumstance of the martyrdom to vlhich Paul's mind would frequently 
return, it must have been Stephen's last words and actions. Augustine 
observed, "If Stephen had not prayed, the Church vrould not have had 
P 1 1146 au . 
3 .  The probable influence of th� Person of Jesus. Whether he 
had even seen Jesus in the flesh is not known. Ramsay47 held that he 
did, otherwise he could not have carried in his mind the impression of 
Jesus' character suggested by various allusions in the Epistles. He 
refers to having known Christ "after the flesh" ("from a human point 
of view"; 2 Corinthians 5:16), by some interpreted to mean "the Jesus 
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46william Sanford LaSor, Great Personalities of the New Testament 
(Westwood, New Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Company, 196l�p�7. 
47Kepler, ££· cit., pp. 122-27. 
of history"; but scholars are not unanimous on this difficult passage. 
That he learned much about Jesus while pursuing His followers unto 
death can scarcely be disputed, since knowledge of them and their 
convictions was inseparable from knmvledge of the character and claims 
of him whom they affirmed to be the Messiah. In addition, being a 
member of that strict sect of the Pharisees, the prime movers in the 
chain of events that brought Jesus to his cross, Paul could hardly be 
ignorant of what was known, or believed, concerning Him. John Knox 
maintained that the reason Paul was able to identify Jesus as the Lord 
revealed to him on the road to Damascus was that he already had some 
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knowledge of him through his contact with the earliest Christian community. 
Concerning Paul, 
we see that any contact he had with the primitive community 
that was more than merely external or mechanical was also con­
tact with Christ--and with Christ not only as known and wor­
shiped but also as remembered, for the two were indissolubly 
one. Christ had begun to make himself known to Paul--perhaps 
against the latter's will--as the Spirit of the persecuted 
koinonia before he made himself known in the visual experience 
in which Paul's conversion culminated. Otherwise, Paul would 
not have been able to interpret the visu
�� 
experience as he did, 
if indeed it could have occurred at all. 
A logical explanation, then, of the conversion of Paul is that 
it was the culmination of considerable preparation; as Deissmann 
indicated: "So the lightning of Damascus strill:es no empty space but 
finds deep in the soul of the persecutor plenty of inflammable 
material."49 
48 Knox, ££· cit. , p. 126. 
49Deissmann, ££·cit., p. 132 .  
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Certain convictions emerged from Paul's transformation on the 
road to Damascus: ( l ) that the crucified Jesus of Nazareth was the living 
Lord; (2) that the cross was no longer an i nstrument of shame, a 
stumbli ng block, but central to the messianic redempti on, since God had 
vindicated by resurrection him who had died on it; (3) that God had 
called Paul to the apostolic, ministry, a divine decree which destined 
him to be God's spokesman prior to his birth, "But when he who had 
set me apart before I was born, and had called me through his grace, 
was pleased to reveal his Son to me, i n  order that I might preach him 
among the Gentiles, I did not confer with flesh and blood" ( Galati ans 1: 15-
16) .  These convictions became the foundation upon •rhich he built all 
his subsequent theology. 
V. PAUL RECEIVED "HIS GOSPEL" BY DIVINE REVELATION 
Of the peri od immediately following his conversion to Christ 
little is  known, except that he spent about three years partly in 
Damascus and partly i n  Arabia as stated in  Acts 9: 19, 22 and 
Galatians 1: 17; the visit  to Arabia seems to fi t best between Acts 9 : 22 
and 23. Paul does not tell his reason for hi s soj ourn i n  Arabia, 
however, i t  is  apparent that he sensed the necessi ty of retiri ng alone 
to rethink his beliefs in  the light of the new revelati on that had come 
to him .  The length of his stay there is  not certain, but Paul came out 
of the desert with the essentials of his theology crystalliz ed. F .  F .  
Bruce held t hat Paul's understanding of . the Gospel, as i t  finds 
expression i n  his epistles to the Romans and Galatians, may have taken 
shape very shortly after his conversion. 
men. 
Paul's conversion must  certainly have compelled him to think 
out, from the foundation upwards , the relation of the Gospel 
to the law and the true way of righteousness ;  and he probably 
arrived at hi s characteris tic  position on these matters in  the 
earliest peri od of hi s Chris tian life. A revolutionary ex­
peri ence such as hi s tends to shake apart the component elements 
of one's former pattern of thought, when once their unifying 
pri nciple (i n his case ,  the obs ervance of the law as the way to 
acceptance with God) i s  di sturbed or removed; these elements 
then come together again to form a fresh pattern, around a new 
unifying pri nciple (in hi s cas e, faith in  Chris t  as the vray to 
acceptance with God). vfuat had formerly been to Paul the final 
proof of the impossibility of Jes us ' Messiahshi p--the fact that 
he died the death on which a divi ne curse was pronounced--now 
became the center of his Gospel (Galatians 3 : 10 , 13f.) . The 
problem presented to a mind like Paul's by the manner of Jesus ' 
death (once he was convinced that Jes us was ri s en from the dead 
and was indeed the Messiah) cannot have waited long before 
fi nding a s olution along these lines. 50 
In  Galatians Paul s tated that his gos pel was not derived from 
For I would have you know, brethren, that the gos pel which 
was preached by me i s  not man's gospel. For I did not 
receive it from man, nor was I taught it, but it came through 
a revelation of Jes us Chri s t  (Galatians 1:11-12). 
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Concerning the word "taught" Sanday pointed out, "There i s  an antithesis  
between this word and 'revelation' in  the next claus e. ' I  did not 
recei ve my doctrine from man by a process of teachi ng and learni ng, but 
from Christ  Hims elf by direct revelation. '"51 
vfuat does· Paul mean  when he says that he received his gos pel 
directly from the ri sen Chri s t? He could not mean that prior to his 
crisis  experience on the road to Damascus that he knew· none of the facts 
about Jesus ' life and death at Jerusalem; he does not imply that after 
that day his knowledge of the facts was not enriched by fellows hip with 
50Matthew Black (ed. ), Peake ' s  Co�nentary on the Bible (London: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd; 1962), pp. 930-31. 
-- ---
51charles John Ellicott (ed.) , � Bible Commentar� for English 
Readers (London: Cass ell and Company , Limited, Vol. VII , p. 430 . 
other believers. What the apostle really received near Damascus 
was not so much the facts as a new interpretation of the facts. 
Certainly he had known some of the facts before, but the truth had 
only filled him with bitterness and hatred. After all, Jesus had cast 
despite upon the law; He had smashed down the prerogatives of Israel; 
it  was blasphemous, moreover, to . preach a crucified criminal as the 
Lord's Christ. Now he had obtained a new understanding of the facts, 
not by human intermediation, nor by contemplation upon the testimony 
of the apostles, not by the example of the martyrs, but by di rect 
Revelation from the Lord Jesus Chri st Himself. His  Gospel was indeed 
founded upon the resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
That Paul had had contact vrith vari ous sources of informati on 
relating to the Gospel of Chri st cannot be disputed. The truth is, 
however, that Paul was never really concerned about examining the 
essential facts. Bare detailed information about the words and acts 
of Jesus did not in his mind consti tute a "gospel"; they formed only 
the materi als upon which the message was constructed. Hhen he stated 
that he received hi s gospel not from men,  but from God, he was in no 
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wise denying the influence of hi s predecessors, rather, he was pointing 
out that the full impact of the message came from above. As Machen 
noted: 
He . . . was convicted of the deci sive fact--the fact of the 
resurrection--not by the testimony of these men, but by the 
divine interposi tion on the road to Damascus . . .  Materi als 
for the proof of his gospel mi ght come to him from ordinary 
sources of information, but his gospel itself was gi ven to 
him di rectly by Christ.52 
52Machen,�. ci t. , p. 146 . 
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Does Paul mean that he received all of his information from 
one revelation? The context of his statement in Galatians chapter  one 
implies that he rec.eived a great measure of understanding near the time 
of his conversion. But was the vision on the way to Damascus sufficient 
to finalize his sytem of theology? Sanday suggested: 
At first sight it would seem ,  as if this vras too brief, and its obj ect 
too special, to include the kind of 'sum of Christian doctrine' 
of which the apostle is speaking. But this at least contained 
the two main points--the Messiahship of Jesus, and faith in Jesus, 
from which all the rest of the Apostle's teaching flowed naturally 
and logically.53 
Paul, by placing much emphasis upon the days he spent in the Arabian 
desert, seems to imply that the gospel as taught by him in its completed 
form was the result of gradual development and prolonged reflection. 
Whether this is to be regarded as implicity contained in the first 
revelation, or whether we are to assume that there were further 
revelations, of which there is no record in the Acts, cannot be 
positively ascertained. 
Paul clinched his argument in Galatians 1:13-14 by showing that 
his gospel could not be accounted for by his ancestry, religion and 
education, all of which worked against, rather than for, a Christian 
faith of any kind. He had bee n  nurtured in a rigid school of religion 
directly opposed to the liberty of the gospel. As a staunch adherent of 
Pharisaism he had relentlessly persecuted the Christian Church. No 
human agency could therefore have brought about the transformati on in 
his life and theology. It  required direct interposition by God. And 
53Ellicott, �· cit., p. 430. 
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this was accomplished in a dramatic manner as Saul the persecutor on 
the road to Damascus met the ris en Lord against whom he had been waring 
in ignorance for a considerable period of time. The great revers al 
that occurred that day resulted in the chief of sinners becoming the 
champion of the Faith. 
CHAPTER III  
THE PAULINE IDEA OF FAITH 
I.  THE LAW WAS GOOD, BUT WAS INCAPABLE OF BRINGING SALVATION 
How can a man be j ust with God? For Paul this was the burning 
question prior to his conversion on the road to Damascus. The language 
of j ustification came from the law courts, when the magistrate, having 
found the accused innocent of the charge against him was said to "j ustify" 
him by acquital and restoration to society . Paul transferred this 
customary legal terminology of Judaism to the personal realm and espe­
cially to the individual's personal relationship to a Holy God. He had 
been striving diligently to make himself acceptable to God ( j ustified) 
by means of his scrupulous observance of the Law ( Torah) , which for the 
Pharisaic Jew embodied the holy will and purpose of God for every aspect 
of human life. Only through such compliance could he satisfy God's 
moral requirements and be at peace. However, the more sincere his 
desire and intense his effort to secure peace in this fashion, the less 
competent he became to achieve it. He concluded that no man could 
enter into a right relationship with God by moral striving. And yet 
he was convinced that God as a moral being demanded ethical fitness 
before man could experience communion with Him. But who could conform 
to the standard of God's holiness and purity? Such reflection, sustained 
by moral impotence, led Paul to despair of ever attaining a satisfactory 
relationship with God . A man of less sensitivity to righteousness and 
spiritual perfection would presumably have found shelter in some form of 
acco�nodation, but not Paul . The solution to this predicament came 
when he was confronted personally by Jesus whom he had persecuted and 
experienced the love of God in the transforming power of the death and 
resurr ection of His Son. Then he perceived a completely new avenue to 
God. No longer did man need to initiate the approach by his own self-
effort, for the initiative had been taken. God did not require man to 
make himself acceptable for fellowship with himself through a long and 
rigor ous struggle. To the contrary, the act of God in Christ on the 
cr oss provided a perfect way for man to be forgiven of his sins, 
reconciled to God, and j ustified in his sight . Paul saw God no longer 
as a moral j udge standing over his creatures with a moral lash demanding 
ethical goodness, but rather a heavenly Father, eager to confer upon 
his people the gift of his gr ace, desiring only that they become par-
takers of a new righteousness found in Christ alone. 
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At this point, Paul was driven to reassess the Law, for meticulous 
observation of legal precepts had never provided that freedom of soul 
which followed the total commitment of life to the unfathomable love of 
God. Now the old sense of weakness and despair had ceased, a new sense 
of peace and power had taken its place. Never again could the Law be-
come pre-eminent in the mind of Paul. True, he frequently made reference 
to it, on occasion observed its traditions, but always there was the 
underlying conviction that Christ had brought the Law to its ultimate 
fulfillment, and that all the properties formerly attributed to the Law 
rightly belong to Christ. 
Hhat the law could never do, because our lmrer nature robbed it 
of all potentcy, God has done: by . sending his own Son in a form 
like that of our own sinful nature, and as a sacrifice for sin, 
he has passed judgment against sin within that very nature,  so 
that the commandment of the law may find fulfillment in us, whose 
conduct, no longer under the control of our lower nature ,  is 
directed by the Spirit (NEB, Romans 8 : 3-4) . 
This, the n, was the situation that prevailed as Paul assessed 
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the Law. It now becomes necessary to observe how his own experience as 
a zealous Pharisee reacted on his view of the Law itself. It is quite 
certain that, for a considerable ' period of time prior to his conversion, 
there were taking form in his mind some of the criticisms of the Law 
which later, in the light of divine revelation, he was to proclaim with 
all the strength and energy of hi s being. The following points emerge 
as Paul 's estimate of the Lav; is calculated. 
First, Paul ' s  understanding of and devotion to the Scriptures led 
him to conclude that the Law, irrespective of its weaknesses, for all 
intents and purposes, was good . "So the law is holy, and the command-
ment is holy  and just and good" (Romans 7: 12). 
It vras not possible for a man of St. Paul 's mental and moral 
calibre to become under any provocation a reckless critic 
of so venerable and valuable an institution as the Jewish law 
. . . However decisive the reaction brought about by the 
spiritual crisis he passed through when he became a Christian, 
he must continue to believe in the divine origin of the law of 
:Moses, and the refore in its immense importance as a factor in 
the moral education of the world. l 
He further stated, "We know that the law is spiritual , "  (Romans 7: 14) 
that is, it belongs to the higher life . In his letter to Timothy 
Paul said, "Now we know that the Law is good, if anyone uses it lawfully" 
(1 Timothy 1 : 8). He cause d  Timothy to be circumcised (Acts 16:3); Paul 
1Alexander Bal main Bruce , St . Paul ' s  Conception of Christianity 
(New  York: Charles Scribner ' s Sons, 1915), pp. 294-95 . 
shaved his head in Cenchreae ,  " for he had a vow" ( Acts 18: 18). He also 
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participated with four other men in ritual purification according to the 
Law in order to prove that he was keeping the Law ( Acts 21:18-26). 
Erdman explained Paul's reasoning: 
Thus he gave a public and certain proof that he was loyal to the 
Jewish race and its customs. Paul has been severely criticized 
for his action, which has be�n termed compromising and hypo­
critical; it has been regarded as the unnecessary cause of his 
arrest. This, however, is quite to miss the point of the story 
and to misunderstand the principles of Paul. He had rej ected 
the Law as a means of j ustification, not as a mode of life; he 
did not trust to its observance to secure his salvation, but he 
practiced its ceremonies as one who loved his nation and who was 
glad to avoid any needless offense to his fellow countrymen. 2 
Paul ' s actions seem  to be both inconsistent and contradictory. 
When we compare his two statements: "For Christ is the end of the law, 
that e veryone who has faith may be j ustified" with "Do we then overthrow 
the law by this faith? By no means! On the contrary, we uphold the 
law, " ( Romans 10:4, 3 : 31) there appears to be a discrepancy. These two 
propositions could not be held simultaneously by the apostle unless he 
were putting different meanings upon the vrord "Law. " What was the 
distinction Paul had in mind? He held that the law as a system made 
no provision for men to secure righteousness by merit; nevertheless 
the contents of the law had a very definite bearing upon the character 
and conduct of men. "In the former sense the Law had come to an end. 
In the latter sense it remained valid for Jews and Christians, though 
not valid in quite the same sense for both. "3 ' 
2 Charles R .  Erdman, The Acts ( Philadelphia: The Westminster 
Press, 1919), p. 145. 
3charles A. Anderson Scott, Christianity According to Paul 
( Cambridge: The University Press, 1939) ,  p. 42. 
-- ----
In  this sense, then, Paul's high appraisal of the law never 
wavered. To his own question, "Then what advantage has the Jew? " 
he gave the answer, "Much in every way. To begin 1vi th, the Jews are 
entrusted with the oracles of God" ( Romans 3 : 1 ,  2). And even  in the 
passage where frustration and futility are seen most clearly, he 
declared, "So the law is holy, a;nd the commandment is holy and just and 
good" (Romans 7 : 12). All the mor al commands God had ever set forth 
remained valid. "The law is given, " says Augustine , '' that Grace may be 
sought; Grace is given that the Law may be fulfilled. "4 Anderson . Scott 
has aptly said: "Paul , as a Jew, had thought that men should keep the 
law in order that they might be saved. As a Christian he saw that men 
must be saved in order that they might keep the Law. "5 Paul would not 
have countenanced for a moment the attitude which rebels at discipline, 
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and resents the thought of obligation. Against such reaction the Gospel 
he preached stood as a bulwark. In  Paul's thinking God was from eternity 
an absolute monarch in His own world, and that the moral demand of the 
Holy One was the very  keystone of the arch of life : remove it and utter 
chaos must result !  
Noble the law of God had alvays been, and noble in the Christian 
dispensation it remained; and the time would never come when the 
demand on human nature vould be anything less than the full, 
direct, and absolute surrender of itself to the high God· of its 
salvation. 6 
4 Stewart, �· cit. , p. 109. 
5Ander son Scott, �· cit. , p. 45. 
6 Stewart , �. cit . , p . 110 . 
Sec ondly, Paul was wholly c onvinc ed of the law's powerlessness 
to deliver fro m  sin. His own experience proved that what God had 
acc omplished through the atoning death of His own Son was something 
the Law c ould never have done owing to the fact that it was "weakened 
by the flesh" ( Romans 8 : 3 ) . The law was "spiritual", and had man been 
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able to attain unto perfection in his own strength, it might have c arried 
through ••hat it had set itself to ac hieve (Romans 7 : 14 ) .  
'I am a man of flesh, sold as a slave so as to be under the 
pmver of sin. ' Paul uses the "1-rord 'flesh' in at least two 
senses; sometimes it merely describes the physic al aspec t of 
human life, and sometimes it takes on a darker tone, and 
describes proclivity to sin by whic h all men are affec ted. 
From this Christians are delivered, but their deliveranc e 
is never in this life so c omplete that Paul finds it un­
necessary to warn against the flesh, and exhort them to live in 
acc ordanc e 1-ri th it . . . What flesh ( in the bad sense) means 
appears clearly in this verse. I have been sold ( as a slave) 
in suc h a way as to c ome under the power of sin. Sin has 
dominion over me (Romans 6 : 14 ) . 7 
Paul further stated that "if a law had been given whic h c ould make alive, 
then righteousness would indeed be by the law, " ( Galatians 3 : 32 ) . In-
deed, the law might be good, it might point man the direc tion in which 
to travel, but ac tually to establish him upon that road and provide the 
strength for the j ourney vas more than it c ould accomplish. Sanday 
agreed: 
The Law c ould not indeed give life; it c ould not j ustify, or 
plac e in a state of righteousness. Its r eal result was rather 
to · place all men in a state of sin. But by so doing it prepared 
the way for the fulfillment of the promise in all who put faith 
7 C .  K .  Barrett, !2_ Commentary � the Epistle to the Romans ( New 
York : Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1957 ) ,  p. 146 . 
in C hrist. The Law was a close and strict, ye� salutary , 
discipline to make us fit for faith in Christ. 
Third, the real functi on of the law was to bring to light the 
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true nature of the disease called sin. " . . .  Yet ,  if it had not been 
for the law,  I should not have known sin.  I should not have known what 
it is to covet if  the law had not said ,  'You shall not covet' 
(Romans 7: 7). Here was the absolute standard of morality by which 
each man had to measure his own life and conduct. Paul saw the law as 
a moral indicator, making  it possible for man to realize  the gravity 
of sin , "since through the law comes knowledge of sin" (Romans 3 :20 ) . 
lfuiteley commented: 
The intention of God in g1v1ng  the Law by Moses was to turn 
mere unconscious-wrong-doing into consci ous sin , by making 
clear His will : sin is the conscious defiance of the known 
will of  God. Nathan did much the same to David when he said 
in 2 Samuel 12: 7, ' You are the man ' .  If God is  to deal with 
wrong-doing (so St. Paul seems to believe) it must be 
crystalli zed into conscious sin , like a boil that is  brought 
to a head by hot fomentations in order to be pricked. 9 
A man becomes aware that his impulses, appetites are wrong vrhen he is 
confronted with the law whi ch forbids and condemns them. 
Fourth, not only did the law disclose the real nature of sin , it 
actually provoked sin. It incited human nature to evil. Paul illustrated 
this fact by taking the tenth commandment and showing that the very 
prohibition incited a desire for the forbidden thing within his soul 
(Romans 7: 7f). It i s  characteristic of human nature that as soon as 
8Ellicott, 2£· cit. , p .  447. 
9n .  E. H. vfui teley , The Theology of St. Paul (Philadelphia:  
Fortress Press, 1964) ,  p.  80 . 
something is forbidden it becomes desirable. "The Law, which is 
meant to forbid and control sin, provokes s in, becaus e of the fatal 
fascination of the forbidden thing."10 Hence, "the very commandment 
which promised life proved to be death to me" (Romans 7: 10).  The 
pur pose of the commandment was to provide peace and j oy, but s ince 
man's nature was sinful it could not accomplish its original design. 
It could only evoke conviction of sin and the sense of deserving 
j udgment. The law does not and cannot change man's nature or mru�e him 
righteous vrhen his heart is evil. The true knowledge of the inner 
meaning of the law makes one to know the imposs ibility of keeping it 
perfectly and can only produce a s ense of despair. Paul therefore 
s tated that the con�andment became the vehicle which rather than pro-
ducing life brought a s ense of death. 
Fifth, "Paul's reflection on the course of history and Providence 
convinced him that the main pos itive function of the law was to prepare 
the way for the coming of the Christian revelation. "11 "So that the law 
was our custodian until Christ came, that we might be j ustified by 
faith" ( Galatians 3 : 24 ) . Lightfoot has pointed out that the paedogogue 
( law) was the tutor, "frequently a superior s lave, who was entrusted 
with the mor,al supervision of the child, and remained in charge of him 
10vlilliam Barclay, The Mind of St. Paul (New York: Harper and 
Brothers , Publis hers , 1958�.�.-- --
11 Stewart, 2.E.· cit. , p. 115. 
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12 until suc h time as he c ame of age. " 
By describing the law as a paidagogus, Paul emphasizes both 
the inferiority of the law to grac e, and its temporary 
c haracter. The law was therefore the guardian of Israel, 
keeping watch over those c ommitted to its c are, acc ompanying 
them vri th its c ommands and prohibitions, keeping them in a 
c ondition of dependenc e and restraint, and c ontinually 
revealing to them sin as a positive transgression. l3 
Sixth, Paul c oncluded that the Law as a system for regulating 
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the relation between God and man had been only relative and transitory. 
Having fulfilled its purpose it was ordained to pass away. 
It appears in the history of the Divine dealing with Israel as a 
parenthesis (Romans 5:20 ) interpolated between the periods during 
ivhic h grac e on God's side and faith on man's were the - c ondition 
of a happy relationship. Already four c enturies before the Law 
was promulgated God had entered into a c ovenant with the founder 
of the Jewish race, a c ovenant whic h rested on the entirely 
different basis of grac ious promise and trustful c onfidenc e.  And 
now in Christ the promise is fulfilled and the like answering 
c onfidence of faith renders the Law as a system irrelevant 
(Gal . 3:17) , 14 
The argument in Romans 10:4 is c onc lusive, "For Christ ends the 
law and brings righteousness for everyone who has faith" ( NEB ) . 
The word 'end' means not only 'termination', but also ' purpose', 
or 'intention', and the key to the present passage is to be found 
in the words 'by realizing righteousness' (literally, 'unto 
righteousness'--'unto' expressing purpose or goal) . Christ is 
the end of the law, with a view not to anarc hy but righteousness. 
He puts an end to the law, not by destroying all that the law 
stood for but by realizing it . The law never was an effective 
means of attaining righteousness, but sinc e it was righteous 
12J. B .  Lightfoot, The Epistle of St . Paul to the Galatians 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 19� p. 1h8 . 
13Kenneth S. vluest, Galatians in t he Greek Nevr Testament (Grand 
Rapids: Wm. B .  Erdmans Publishing Company:-1946) , �110. 
14 Anderson Scott, �· c it., p .  43. 
(Romans 7 :12), it  did always bear witness to God's righteousness . 
This, however ,  has now5actually been manifested in Christ ( Romans l : l6f; 3 : 21) . 1 
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Paul also related this truth in Galatians 3 : 13, "Christ redeemed 
us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us -for it  i s  
written, 'Cursed be everyone who hangs on a tree. '"-The reasoning is  as 
follows:. Jesus as the seed of I(3rael, was "born under the law. " By 
his death on the cross, He took upon Himself the full wei ght of the curse 
under which the law had brought God ' s chosen people; and by His resur-
rection, which was death's defeat, He declared that the curse was ended 
once and for all . 
In other words, Jesus had allowed the tyrant law to have all its 
way with Him; in the dread deed of Calvary it  had spent itself, 
and had exhausted all the curse; and when He came out victori ous 
on the other side, it  meant that the evil bondage was lifted off 
humanity 1 s heart once for all .  The curse was dead. The law vras 
ended.lb 
Christ's cross made Paul feel a repulsi on to the law. Nothing 
could be more explicit  than the clear-cut alternatives presented to 
the Galatians: either the law, or Christ--you cannot have both. "I 
do not nullify the grace of God; for i f  j usti ficati on were through the 
law, then Christ died to no purpose" ( Galatians 2:21). Or, Paul 
raised another issue and answered i t  in Galati ans 5:4 (Moffatt) "You 
are for j ustificati on by the law? Then you are done with Christ. " 
'l'hat is  Paul 1 s final and drastic word. 
15 Barrett, .£1?_. cit .  , pp. 197-98. 
16  Stewart , .£1?..· · cit  . , p.  117. 
II . PAUL INTERPRETED CHRIST AS THE MESSIAH OF ISRAEL 
AND SAVIOUR OF THE WORLD 
The study of the emergence and expans ion of the figure of the 
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Mes siah is first , historical , and then theological . The history begins 
in the Old Testament and finds its theological fulfillment in the New . 
Mes s iah i s  a t erm meanin,g " annointed one" in  the Hebrew , and later 
in Judaism "the annointed one" par excellenc e ;  i . e . , the ultimate 
redeemer , the expected king of the Davidic l ine who would deliver 
Israel from foreign bondage and restore the glories  of its  golden age . 
The Greek translation of the term Christos , has become the accepted 
Christian designation and title of Jesus of Nazareth indicative of the 
principal character and function of, his mini stry . 
In the Old Testament the term "annointed" was used of certain 
material obj ects ( e . g . , the shield of Saul in 2 Samuel 1 : 21 )  as well as 
of consecrated persons such as high priests and kings . The latter are 
also called "the Lord ' s  annointed" ( e . g . , 2 Samuel 1 : 4 ) , the title 
express ing the chari smatic  character and divine sanction of  their 
offic e  ( e . g . , 1 Samuel 26 : 8-11 and 2 Samuel 1 : 14 ) .  In fact , it s eems 
that I sraelite mes sianism has gr01m out of belief associated with 
kingship . Comparison with the forms of divine or sacral kingship 
current among near-eastern peoples  ( Egypt in particular ) suggests that 
in I srael , too , kingship had a definitely s acral character . Though not 
in any s ense divine , the annointed king would be called the " son of God , "  
and mes sianic hopes  and functions would be ascribed to him . Many 
prophecies  and Psalms ( e . g . , Psalm 2 )  have been interpreted in this 
sense , and alleged kingship ideology has been connected with the 
mes sianic  doctrines of early Chr istianity . When actual reality and 
the c areer s  of particular historic kings proved more and more dis-
appointing , the "mes sianic"  kingship ideology was proj ected  into the 
future .  With the decline of national fortunes Israel developed the 
notion of the eschatological Mes siah-king . 
In its early stages I s�ael sought only a ruler , vi s ible and 
powerful , who would reign here and now . But the entire evidence 
of lat er Judai sm points  to a Mes s iah not only as king , but as 
eschatological king , a ruler who would appear at the end t ime . 
David was the ideal king of Israel , and as such he had a 
' sacral ' character and this sacral characteristic came to be 
applied t� the eschatological king who was to be  like Davi d . l7 
However , a king like David never aros e  to pow·er in Israels ' s 
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latter history and gradually the hope was proj ected into the future , and 
eventually into the very remote future so that the Mes siah was expected 
at the end of the age . This i s  the mood of the mes s ianic expectations 
in the latter part of the Old Testament . Jeremiah , for example ,  
promises  a continuation of the Davidic line in chapter 33 . In Isaiah 9 
and ll we note the regal splendor of  the coming king . Mic ah 5 : 2  looks 
forward to the birth of the Davidic king in Bethlehem ; and Zechariah ,  
chapters 9 and 1 2 ,  describe the character o f  the mes s ianic kingdom and 
r eign . 
The suffering s ervant was another distinct representation in the 
Old Testament . In the suffering servant ( Isaiah 52-53 ) the Mes siah is  
seen making vicarious atonement through his pass ion and death which has 
a positive plan in the eternal purpos e  of God for the salvation of man-
kind . The Mes siah , as the suffering Servant , in a measure sums up the 
17Everett F .  Harri son ( Editor-in-Chief ) , Baker ' s  Dictionary of 
Theology ( Grand Rapids : Baker Book House , 1960 ) , p .  349 .  
entire prophetic  movement and constitutes  a climax in Old Testament 
prophecy . Schultz commented : 
The progress  of prophetic  revelation in hi story leads up to 
the idea of the innocent suffering Servant of God , who in 
the redemptive purpose  of His death reconciles men to God . 
In the Mes siah ' s  sacrifice of Himself as an expiat ion for sin 
His priestly office i s  revealed to be combined with Hi s work 
as prophet and king . The redemptive work of the Mes siah in­
cludes the restoration of the paradise  that exi sted in the 
beginning but was lost through the fall of Adam . There will 
be through the Mes siah the establishment of the kingdom of the 
end time �· the kingdom of God on earth,  the restoration of 
I srael . As the Messiah was present from the first in creation 18 so He is a1so present as the c entral figure of the last events . 
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The New Testament conception of the Mes siah i s  developed directly 
from the teaching of the Old Testament . The es sential features of the 
Old Testament figure of the Mes siah are amassed and transformed in the 
person of Jesus Christ . He combined the concept of the suffering , 
dying , and glorifi ed Servant of the Lord with that of the Son of Man 
who will return in glory from the clouds of heaven . 
From the moment of hi s conversion Paul interpreted Christ in thi s 
manner , declaring both in his preaching and his teaching that Jesus 
was the Mes siah of I srael . Luke recorded the event s which followed 
closely upon the crisis  that occurred on the Damascus road : 
He stayed some time vri th the dic iples in Damascus . Soon he 
was proclaiming Jesus publicly in the synagogues :  ' This ' ,  
he. said , ' i s the Son of God . ' All who heard were astounded . 
' Is not this the man ' , they said , ' who was in Jerusalem? 
Did he not come here for the sole purpose  of arresting them 
and taking them to the chief priest s ? ' But Saul grew more 
and more forc eful , and silenced the Jews of Damascus vith 
his cogent proofs that Jesus was the Mes s iah (Acts  9 : 19b-22 , 
NEB ) . 
18  
Tenney , �· c it . , pp . 528-29 . 
The narrative seems to indicate  that Saul had scarcely recovered hi s 
strength when he immediately set out to preach hi s convictions to the 
Jews in their synagogues . 
In hi s preaching he as serted that Jesus was the Son of God 
( vs . 20 ) ,  that he \vas the Mes siah ( vs . 22 ) (i.rhich probably 
was taken to be the same thing ) , and proved it ( vs . 22 ) , 
vTe must suppose  by OT texts ( cf . xii i  16-41 , xvii 1-3 , 
10-11 ) . 19 
One of the key pas sages in Pau1 ' s  t eaching relating to the matter 
of Christ as Mes siah is Romans 9 : 1-5 . In  thi s pas sage Paul spoke of 
the great sorrovr and pain that prevailed in his heart conc erning 
Israel ' s  alienation from God owing to her rej ection of Christ as 
Mes siah .  He states  two reasons for his intense pas sion . The first is 
that the Jews are his "natural kinsfolk , "  and s econd the many special 
privileges which were given to them as the people chosen of God . 
Among the privileges granted to the Jews was that of being the instrument 
of God in bringing the redeemer into the world . Yet they rej ected the 
very One for whom they had been praying and looking over the centuries . 
Concerning their privileges Dodd commented : 
. . .  The climax of all , theirs too ( so far as natural desc ent 
goes ) i s  the Christ . The pathos  of the climax lies  in the fact 
that all the religious privileges enumerated pointed toward the 
fulfillment of the whole history of Israel in the coming of the 
Mes siah :  the Mes s iah came--and instead of fulfillment came 
frustration and di saster ! 20 
Paul ' s  strong belief in the messiahship of Christ i s  further seen 
in that his common names for Jesus are Christ ( Messiah )  and Lord , the 
19Munck , £E· c it . ,  pp . 84-85 . 
20c .  H .  Dodd , The Epistle of Paul to the Romans ( NevT York : Harper 
and Brothers Publi shers , 1932 ) , p .  152 . 
first employed nearly three hundred times , the latter used over two 
hundred t imes . 
Chr i st and Lord are two familiar terms used in hi s letters . 
Chri st has become for Paul a personal title , yet still retaining it s 
original and unique meaning . 
Jesus was the longer looked for Mes siah of his people . He 
takes the supreme plac e in the great purpose that God has 
been working out . Thi s i s  the ancient Hebrew faith but it 
is  now universali zed . The old hope of a coming kingdom 
r emains , but what the kingdom means is s een in the light of 
Chri st as king . The prophetic  monotheism remains basic  to 
thi s faith . Every aspect of Christ ' s  work is  seen in re­
lation to God : he is the Annointed (Mes siah or Chri stos ) ,  s ent 
forth from God ; he i s  declared to be the Son of C�d by God ' s  
power , i s  by God ' s  act s et in hi s place of rule over his foes , 
and at the end returns the power to God . Most important , 
however , i s  the fact that , though it s eems fooli shnes s to the 
Gentiles and a stumblingblock to the Jews , thi s is a crucified 
Messiah ,  one who was exalted to  pmrer just because he went thus 
to hi s death . 2l 
On this point Vinc ent Taylor also added an informative not e :  
St . Paul ' s  attitude to the Mes siahship o f  Jesus i s  an int eresting 
illustration of his preoccupation with higher theological interests . 
There can be no doubt for him Jesus is  the Mes siah .  Thus he speaks 
of ' Hi s  Son , who was born of the seed of David according to the 
flesh ' ( Romans 1 : 3 ) ,  and of the Jews as those  ' of whom i s  the 
Messiah according to the flesh ' (Romans 9 : 5 ) , if we are justified 
in so r endering ' the Christ ' in that pas sage . Hi s words in 
2 Thes s . 2 : 8  about the Lord Jesus . . .  show that he assigned 
Mes s ianic  functions of judgment to Chri st at His Parousi a .  So 
too hi s emphas i s  elsewhere that Christ is the Judge ( Rom . 2 : 16 , 
2 Cor . 5 : 10 ) , espec ially hi s solemn assertion that we must all 
appear before the judgment s eat of Chri st . His interest in 
Mes siahship is eschatological . 22 
21Harris Franklin Rall , Ac cording to  Paul ( New York : Harper 
and Brothers Publi shers ,  1932 ) ,  p .  1 52 .  
22vincent Taylor , The Person of Christ in New Testament Teaching 
( London : MacMillan Co . Ltd'":""'; 1958) , p.- 41 .  
- --
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The letters of Paul abound with references concerning the 
Saviourhood of Jesus Chr i st . For example ,  Romans 10 : 9  declares  that 
" if you confes s  with your lips that Jesus i s  Lord and believe in your 
heart that God raised Him from the dead , you will be saved . "  'l'he 
theology of Paul revolves around the cross , where Christ died for our 
sins . This  i s  set forth in a logical argument in Romans five where 
it is pointed out that "as one man ' s  trespass led to condemnation for 
all men , so one man ' s  act of righteousness  lead to acquital and life for 
all men" (vs . 18 ) .  For Paul there was no other means of salvation for 
the world than through Jesus Chr i st . This he declared in the synagogue 
at Antioch in Pisidia : "Let it be known to you therefore ,  brethren , 
that through thi s man forgivenes s  of s ins i s  proclaimed to you , and by 
him every one that believes i s  freed from everything from which you 
could not be freed by the law of Moses i! ( Acts  13 : 38-39 ) . 
III . PAUL BASED THE GOSPEL ON THE DEATH AND RESURRECTION OF CHRIST 
For Paul , as for the entire constituency · of the early Church , the 
death of Christ was the c entral fact in his work for men . Paul ' s  
thesi s  was , !!but we preach Christ crucified . "  Here was his gospel , to 
the Jews and Greeks a stumblingblock and fooli shnes s , but to Paul 11the 
power of God and the wisdom of God . "  
Here was the burden of the Christian message , the heart of the 
Gospel in which the men of the New Testament were all agreed and about 
which the Church had been in agreement ever sinc e . "The death of Christ 
i s  the deed of God ' s  love and its  measure . "23 It  is  indeed God ' s  work 
23Rall , 91?..  cit . , p .  93 . 
for the salvation of mankind . Here God revealed His mercy and grace 
and calls for our trust and our commitment to Him . And this love 
which  did not stop at death calls us in turn to die to s in and become 
alive to God ,  to live a new l ife in the spirit of this Christ . 
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H .  F .  Rall has done an  admirable work in s etting forth the meaning 
of Christ ' s  death . He pointed out that five main approaches may be 
indicated , though they are often merged one into the other . 24 
1 .  The first embrac es  the concept of reconc iliat ion of man to 
God . "All this is  from God ,  who through Christ reconciled us to himself 
and gave us the mini stry of reconc iliation ; that i s , God was in Christ 
reconciling the world to himself , not counting their trespasses  against 
them , and entrusting to us the message of reconciliat iod' ( 2  Cor . 5 : 18-19 ) . 
In 2 Cor . 5 : 1 1�-21 Paul uses  the word reconcile no less  than five times . 
He calls Hi s work unmistakeably "the ministry of reconciliat ion . "  The 
cross  is  God showing "His love for us in that while we wer e  yet sinners 
Chri st died for us" ( Romans 5 : 8 ) . The cros s  of God ' s  offer of forgive-
nes s ,  "not counting their trespas ses  against them . " Such words were 
undoubtedly proclaimed by Paul in countless mes sages as he s et forth 
the cros s  as the measure of God ' s  love and as the appeal of His mercy . 
Certainly this idea of Christ ' s  death as God ' s  mini stry of reconciliation 
brings out clearly Paul ' s  four bas ic  concept s : ( a )  man ' s  s in ( ennlity ) , 
( b )  God ' s  grace ,  ( c )  man ' s  response by faith , and ( d )  the life of 
love in the new fellowship ( that those  who live might no longer live for 
24
Ibid . , pp . 94-108 . 
themselves , 2 Cor . 5 : 15 ) . And here the new and living way stands out 
in sharpest contrast with the old legal and sacrificial system . 
2 .  The second approach relates  to the thought of sati sfaction . 
"They are justified by his grace as a gift , through the redemption 
which i s  in Christ Jesus , whom God put forward as an expiat ion by his 
blood , to be received by faith . This  was to show God ' s  righteousnes s , 
because in his divine forbearance he had pass ed over former sins" 
( Romans 3 : 24-25 ) .  Paul adds by way of explanation , "It was to prove 
at the present time that he himself i s  righteous and that he justifies 
him who has :faith in Jesus " ( Romans 3 : 26 ) . The thought i s , that God 
who i s  holy must punish s in . Chri st ' s  death is  the penalty demanded by 
the law ; Chri st suffered this penalty in man ' s  place that God might be 
able to forgive . God ' s  forgivenes s  was made pos s ible  because He -.;;ras 
sati sfied that Christ fully paid the price  of redemption through His 
perfect offering on the cros s . 
3 .  Paul saw another  meaning to the death of Chri st , that of 
sacrific e  and propitiation . God s et forth Christ he said , "as an 
expiat ion by his blood . "  Again he declared , "Since ,  therefore ,  we are 
now justifi ed by his blood , much more shall we be saved by him from the 
wrath of God" ( Romans 5 : 9 ) . He further stated "For our sake he made 
him to be sin  who knew no sin , so that in him we might become the 
righteousness of God "  ( 2  Cor . 5 : 21 ) . 
4 .  A fourth approach seeks to interpret Christ ' s  death by the 
ideas of deliverance and redemption . This is the first aspect of 
salvat ion . Men are slaves to s in , unable to extricate  themselves from 
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bondage . Christ has freed them by bringing them the God of mercy with 
hi s forgiveness  and the power of a new life . He has emanc ipated them 
from fear and darknes s , for God has shone in their "hearts to give 
the l ight of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Christ " 
( 2 Cor . 4 : 6 )  • 
5 . The last approach relates  to  the mystical-ethical element in 
CLrist ' s  death . The Chri stian life for Paul is  one of union with Christ 
in which the mystical and ethical are inseparably united . The mystical 
is  realistically conceived ; in the individual Christian ,  and more 
especially in the collective body which is actually a part of Christ , 
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the living Lord is genuinely and dynamically present so that the whole 
of the Chri stian experience may be summari zed "for me to live is Chri st . "  
And this life i s  at the same t ime ethical , the active expression of the 
believer in thought , attitude , feeling , and action . That follows 
necessarily because thi s spiritual Presence  i s  not primarily idea or 
emotion ; "the mind of Christ"  i s  love , devotion , dedication , humility , 
obedience ,  even unto death . This saving mystical relation , into which 
Christ brings his redeemed children , is his deed as well as man ' s  
experienc e , and in this act , as in the experience , the death of Christ 
i s  c entral . 
By way of summary , Paul stressed that ( a )  God was in Christ as 
the Saviour of men seeking to reconcile men to himself through the 
cros s . ( b )  The cro s s  reveals what forgiveness means and what it costs . 
Forgivenes s i s  not merely pas sing over s in ;  it means j udging sin  through 
the work of Christ ; it means bringing men into a living and life-giving 
relat ionship with God . Justi fication , reconciliation , and the re-creating 
of man are all aspects of it s great meaning with Paul . And it s cost 
is a great as its meaning : the entrance of God into hmnan life , the 
onenes s  of Christ with humanity , suffering that is vicarious and 
redemptive , death it self . ( c )  In addition to the love and mercy of God 
which are di splayed here , here also are revealed what evil is and does 
and what is God ' s  judgment upon it . ( d )  As Chri st enters into the life 
of man , so man enters into the life of  Chri st . 
It is  evident that Paul gives great emphasis  to the cros s , and 
to the atoning and sacrificial death of Jesus Christ . It is  likei.;ris e  
true that for Paul , a s  for the early Church a s  a whole , the Resurrection 
was c entral to the Christian gospel . 
ID1en we read the synoptic  Gospels and note the words of Jesus , we 
discover that the predictions relating to his death and resurrection 
are regularly connected . Hi s words emphasized the fact that even 
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though he would be crucified by men he would be rai sed again from the dead 
by Hi s father . The two facets of his ministry were woven together . To 
Chri st the Cro s s  and the Resurrection were part of the same process  and 
he emphasi zed that the triumph of the Resurrection would follow the 
shame and ignominy of the tragedy . 
It was the same with Paul . He declared that Chri st "was put to 
death for our trespasses  and rai sed for our justificat ion" ( Romans 4 : 25 ) .  
He also  pointed out that Jesus "was cruc ified in weaknes s , but lives 
by the power of God "  ( 2  Cor . 13 : 4 ) .  In the well known Philippian 
pass·age ( 2 : 5-11 ) ,  the humiliat ion and death of Jesus are pictured in all 
it s stark terriblenes s , but the paragraph comes to a glorious climax 
when we di scover that "God has highly exalted him and bestowed on him 
the name which i s  above every name , "  Paul , much the same as hi s Lord , 
regularly spoke of the agony of the cross  as the forerunner of the 
triumph and glory of the resurrection . 
How c entral the doctrine of the r esurrection was to  Paul is  seen 
from the fact that he mentions it spec ifically in every epi stle of his 
with the exception of 2 Thessaloni,ans and Philemon ; and even in  those  
two letters , while the  actuality of the resurrection is  not definitely 
stat ed , the idea of the Risen Chri st still permeates  all things . 
He wrote to the church at Rome : "that as Christ was rai s ed from 
the dead by the glory of the Father , we too might walk in newness  of 
life" ( Romans 6 : 4 ) . In 1 Corinthians 6 : 14 Paul wrote , "And God raised 
the Lord and will also rai s e  us up by his power . "  His opening words 
to the Church at Galat ia were "Jesus Chr ist and God the Father , who 
raised him from the dead" ( Gal . 1 : 1 ) . To the Ephesians he declared 
that it was through God ' s  great might "that he rai s ed him ( Chri st ) from 
the dead and made him s it at his right hand in the heavenly places "  
( Eph . 1 : 20 ) .  Paul never thought of Chr i st crucified but that He also 
was rai sed from the dead . 
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In l Corinthians Paul gives hi s fullest teaching concerning the 
Resurrection . He begins with the facts and continues to relate  that "I  
delivered to you as of first importanc e  what I also received" (1  Cor . 
1 5 : 3 ) .  In relat ing the ac count of the resurrection , He pas sed on the 
standard t eaching of the early Church . Thi s  is significant , for it 
suggests  that the mes sage of the resurrection was not a late  and mythical 
development and embroidery of  the Christian story , but that it was 
embodied in it from the very beginning of  the Church age . 
5 5  
But even greater than the evidence of the tradition of the Church , 
Paul had something personal to add--the evidence of his own personal 
experienc e . In this chapter he gives the list of the Resurrection 
appearances  of Jesus , and then states : "Last of all , as to one 
untimely born , he appeared also to me" (vs . 8 ) . For Paul the Resurrection 
was not an experience ivhich he had to accept s econd hand by the word of 
someone els e .  It was something which happened t o  him , something of 
which he could give an eye-witnes s  account , something for which his 
evidence was independent and first hand . He was there when it happened . 
The Resurrection was to Paul the final proof that Jesus was the 
Mes siah .  This  he stated quite emphatically in Romans 1 : 4 ,  "And declared 
to be the Son of God with power , according to the Spirit of holiness , 
by the resurrection from the dead" (KJV ) .  Barclay connnented :  
It was inevitable that the Jews should think o f  Jesus in terms 
of Mes s iahship . Always they had been waiting for the Messiah 
of God . Inevitably they had thought of  the Mes siah in terms of 
glory , of conquest , and of power . But in Jesus they were cpn­
fronted with a Messiah who had died upon a Cross . Something 
tremendous was needed to convince them that this man , who con­
tradicted all the accepted ideas of Messiahship was indeed the 
chosen one of God . The one convincing fact 1vas the Resurrection , 
for The Resurrection was a triumph and a glory beyond any triumph 
of which men had ever dreamed .2 5  
To Paul the Resurrection of Jesus Christ was not merely a 
hi storical fact , nor a theological dogma ; it vras the supreme fact of 
experience .  To the Apostle it meant the greatest event in all the world ; 
it meant that all of the Chri stian life is  l ived in the presence of 
the Risen and Exalted Christ . 
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IV . PAUL USED THE OLD TESTAMENT TO SUPPORT HIS 
DOCTRINE OF "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" 
Justificat ion i s  a legal term which means to announce  a favor-
able verdict , to vindicate , to acquit , to declare  righteous . Thi s i s  
the meaning that is  derived from Deut . 25 : 1 ,  " I f  there b e  a controversy 
between men , and they come unto j�dgment , that the judges  may judge 
them , then they shall justify the righteous , and condemn the wicked" 
( KJV ) . Paul recogni zed the difference between j ustification and for-
givenes s ,  although forgivenes s  i s  nece s sarily included in it (Acts  13 : 39 ) .  
He also  shows that the lack of justi fication impli ed condemnation or 
judgment , and s ince the latter i s  a s entence of di sapproval the former 
must be a determination of approval ( Romans 5 : 1 6 ;  8 : 33-34 ) . "Thus it i s  
a forensic  act o f  the pronouncing of a judgment rather than the moral 
process  of making one just through the infusion of righteousness . "
26 
Faith , righteousness , grac e , redemption in Christ are all 
related to justification ( Romans 3 : 21-26 ) . It i s  an act of grace on 
the part of God the Father , made pos sible by the s acrifice of Hi s Son 
on the Cros s ; the human requirement is faith in the fini shed work of 
Christ , which results  in imputed righteousness  to the believing s inner ; 
and the fact that the believer i s  r ighteous in Christ is the foundation 
of the declaration which affirms him thus . This  righteousness i s  
obtained by being placed in Christ . 
26charles  Caldwell Ryrie , Biblical Theology of the New Testament 
( Chicago : Moody Pres s , 1959 ) ,  p .  186 . 
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God does  not merely acquit , or impute righteousnes s  to , a man 
though he i s  guilty ; that is  not even human justice , much  less  
divine . The Christian ,  as we have seen , i s  ' translated '  from 
the old condition in •rhich righteousnes s  was impos s ible into the 
new condition of oneness with Christ . Christ i s  perfectly 
righteous , and in Him the Christian is  . . .  righteous . 27 
Paul enlarges upon the theme of the r ighteousness of God in 
j ustification in Romans 3 : 21 through 4 : 2 5 . In the preceding chapters he 
has shown that , apart from the Gospel , there remains nothing for the 
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sinner but retribution : wrath is  revealed , but not yet the righteousness 
of God . As Dodd pointed out : 
Thus the study of the Gentile world enlightened by the law of 
nature , but breaking that law ,  and of the Jewi sh world enlightened 
by the Law of Moses , but equally breaking that Law , had laid bare 
the need for some furthe.r revelation . Paul c an now return to his 
original thesi s : God ' s  righteousnes s  is  revealed by faith and 
for faith ( 1 : 17 ) ,  and he s et s  out to show how this i s  so . In a 
world given over to sin and retribut ion , the righteousness  of 
God is revealed fir�t in justifying s inful men on the ground of 
faith ( 3 : 21-4 : 2 5 ) . 2� 
Paul maintains that we now have a righteousnes s  revealed apart 
from the Law altogether : it is the r ighteousness of God which i s  
productive of trusting i n  Jesus Chr i st ; and is  meant for all who have 
faith . 
The new r evelation of  God ' s  righteousness  i s  apart from the 
law ,  insofar as the Law is a code of commands ( Eph . 2 : 1 5 ) -­
that i s , it i s  in no sense a mere development of the legal­
i stic  Judaism in which Paul had been brought up . But , on the 
other hand , it was not unrelated to the Law in its  wider sense , 
as God ' s  s elf-revelation of Himself in the Old Testament ; for 
it is attested by the Law and the prophets .  It is because 
Paul believed thi s that he so constantly appeal s  to the Old 
Testament for confirmation of his teaching . 29 
27A . H .  McNeile , St . Paul , Hi s Life , Letters , and Christian 
Doctrine ( Cambridge : UniVersity Pres s-;-1920 ) ,  p .  293-.-
28 Dodd , .2J2..· c it . , pp . t�8-9 . 
29Ibid . , pp . 49-5 0 .  
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Paul saw clearly that Judaism was but a one-sided development of 
the r eligion of the Old Testament . In the Pentateuch ,  the Psalills ,  and 
the Prophet s , there was an expression of  God extended far beyond the 
merely legal conceptions of Judaism in Paul ' s  day , and is in a very real 
s ense the direct antecedent of Christianity . Thus Paul appealed to the 
prophetic  strain in the religio� of Israel against the legal strain 
which was emphasi zed by Rabbinic Judai sm of his day . Jesus Himself had 
asserted the continuity of His own ministry with that of the prophets ,  
and had s et the prophetic  conception of religion over against the 
rabbinic , and in this Paul succ eeded Him . Commenting on the sources of 
Paul ' s  preaching , Ridderbos noted :  
In general the essential character of Paul ' s  preaching of  Chri st 
can be s een clearly from the manner in which he brings the 
revelation of God in Christ and the Old Testament constantly in 
relation to each other . . .  Paul ' s  entire preaching is character­
i z ed by the conviction that Jesus is the Christ of Israel , and 
that , therefore , the coming and work of Christ can be understood 
only against the background of �he history of the revelation 
which the Old Testament describe s . Paul read the Scriptures 
and was convinc ed that the coming of Chri st forms the provi s ional 
conclusion of the entire past divine redemptive work and that it 
must be understood as constituting an unbreakable coherence with 
the past . And on the basi s  of the unbreakable unity of the divine 
work , Paul related Christ ' s  c oming and work to the great moments 
in the Old Testament redemptive history (Adam ,  Abraham , Mose s
30 the Prophets )  and sought its meaning against thi s background . 
The natural conclusion s et forth by Paul in the closing verses 
of Romans chapter three is  that by faith we c ancel the Law . It must be 
tmderstood , however , that the term ' Law ' or the Hebrew Torah which it 
represents has a two-fold connotation : it means the code of commands 
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30Herman Ridderbos , Paul and Jesus ( Philadelphia :  The Presbyterian 
and Reformed Publi shing Company ,�58) , pp . 59-60 . 
( Eph . 2 : 15 , the halakhah , as the Rabbis  called it ) ;  but it also embraced 
the total revelation of God in the Old Testament . Paul did not mean 
that faith cancelled the Lavr in thi s wider meaning , rather the code of 
connnands to vrhich Rabbinic Judai sm had become so strongly attached . 
Faith upheld the larger principles of the Old Testament revelation . 
In Romans chapter 4 Paul shows that the plan of salvation s et 
forth in the last s ection of chapter 3 is  ess entially the same plan 
revealed less  clearly but unmistakeably in the entire Old Testament . 
Abraham was saved by faith alone . David believed in justification by 
faith alone . Abraham was justified prior to his c ircumci s ion , so  it 
is  not through this act that man is  saved . Since  the Law was not given 
by Mos es till hundreds of years  later , Abraham could not have been 
saved by keeping the Mosaic Law , so salvat ion is  not earned by lavr-
keeping . The gospel plan of salvation by faith and the Old Testament 
program of redemption therefore agree . 
'What of Abraham our forefather ? '  so begins abruptly the new 
s ection . I s  he no exception to the rule , that no man is  
justified by works ? The Jews thought he was , and the 
apostle seems willing to concede the point out of respect to 
the patriarch ,  but not in a s ense incompatible vrith hi s 
thesis . Abraham as compared with other men might have in his 
works a ground of boasting , but not before God , not so  as to 
exclude need of divine grac e , not in the s ense of a full l egal 
justification . He was j ustified before c ircumc i s ion , and by 
faith ; and so he vas not merely the fleshly father of I srael , 
but the spiritual father of all who believe , c ircwncised and 
uncircumci s ed . 31 
It is true that Abraham lived an exemplary life . But what was 
it that was well-pleasing to God in regard to Abraham? What does the 
31Bruce ,  £12..· c it . , p .  116 . 
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Scripture emphasize  as the deci s ive thing concerning him? It was 
nothing but his faith , his s ini.ple trust in God from beginning to end . 
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"And he believed in the Lord : and he counted it for him for righteousnes s "  
( Genesis  1 5 : 6 ) . Pauls argument runs thus "For what does  the Scripture 
say? 'Abraham believed God , and it was reckoned to him as righteousnes s ' "  
( Romans 4 : 3 ) . 
It was not that Abraham was righteous through hi s fulfilling of 
the Law , but that the title ' righteous ' was bestowed upon him as 
a gift from God because he believed . . . Abraham did not wish to 
be something himself but placed himself entirely in God ' s  hand . 
Therefore the imputing it to him as righteousness  is no mere 
acknowledgement of a present fact . This  man i s  a righteous person . 
Hhy should someone who believes be a righteous man? This impu­
tation i s  grac e . 32 
The second witnes s to righteousnes s  by faith is David . He 
speaks in Psalm 32 of imputation in a two-fold aspect . To the man who 
believes i s  imputed righteousness , and of non-imputation as well ; the 
non-imputation of guilt . He is  indeed blessed to  whom it occurs and 
whose s in i s  forgiven . "Righteousness by forgiveness i s  certainly no 
r ighteousnes s of achievement but purely a bestowed r ighteousness . "33  
Dodd commented : 
Here the man i s  pronounced blessed vrhos e  sin the Lord will not 
count to him . That clearly means , not the man who has no 
sin , but the man w·hose  breaches of the Law are forgiven whose  
sins are covered . To turn the statement around , that man i s  
blessed who , though he does  not pos sess  righteousnes s , yet 
has righteousnes s  counted to him . . . If a man knows what it 
is  to be a sinner , and yet to be forgiven , he knows what it i s  
t o  b e  justifi ed by grac e . 34 
32Eruil Brunner , The Letter to the Romans ( Philadelphia : The 
Westminster Pres s , l959�p .  34 . -- ---
33Ibid . 
34nodd , 
· t 68 �· £:!:...__• ,  p .  . 
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As the whole chapter has therefore shown , the Old Testament 
Scriptures  agree  with the New in assuring us that faith alone is  the 
means by which all men , Jews and Gentiles alike , can be justi fied in the 
sight of God . 
CHAPTER IV 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF JUDAISM 
I .  JUDAISM DEVELOPED DURING THE POSTEXILIC 
PERIOD OF ISRAEL ' S  HISTORY 
Rabbinic Judai sm , as distinct from the ancient Religion of 
Israel , is a post-exilic phenomenon emerging towards the close of the 
Persian period , at a time of the Restoration under Ezra and Nehemiah . 
G .  F .  Moore ,  in hi s classic reference on Judaism , described the difference :  
The name Judai sm i s  now generally appropriated to the religion 
of thi s period and what came after it , in di stinction from that 
of the preceding c enturies  down to the fall of the Kingdom of  
Judah ( 586 B . C . ) ,  which i s  called the religion of Israel . l 
Kaufmann , referring to the emergence of Judaism , commented : 
The fall of Judah brought to a close  an era full of splendor , 
creativenes s ,  and courage . One might say that the hi story of 
I srael as a nation came to an end , and the hi story of Judai sm 
began . 2 
In the epilogue of his thorough treatise  on the hi story of 
Israel , Bright made the following observation : 
It has , therefore , seemed wise  to end our story where the Old 
Testament ends . By that time the long transition , going on 
s ince the exile , a fortiori since Nehemiah and Ezra , had been 
made , and Judaism , though not yet fully structured and still 
fluid ,  had emerged . At that point one c an say that the hi story 
of  I srael as Israel had ended - to be carried forward in the 
history of Judaism .  Indeed , apart from Judaism , Israel really 
had no further s ignificant hi story . 3 
1 George Foot Moore , Judai sm ( Cambridge : Harvard Univers ity Press , 
1944 ) '  p .  3 .  
2Leo Schvrarz ( ed . ) ,  Great Ages  and Ideas of  the Jewish People , 
( New York : The Modern Library , 1956 ) , p .  76 .  
3John Bright , !';,_ Histor;r; of I srael ( Philadelphia : The Westminster 
Pres s , 1959 ) , p .  448 . 
During the Pers ian , Greek , and Roman periods of Jewish hi story , 
Judai sm ' s  two characteri stic institutions , the school and the synagogue 
were establi shed and brought to a complete development . With these the 
Jevrish people pos ses sed a unique instrument to be utilized for the 
education and edification of all clas ses  of soc iety in religion and 
morality . The importance of her two institutions can be seen in the 
fact that they became the focal point of religious , intellectual and 
soc ial l ife . 
These  became part of the foundation of Judaism , as indicated by 
Moore .  
Through the study of the Scriptures and the discuss ions of 
generations of scholars it defined its religious concept ions , 
its moral principles , its form of worship , and its distinctive 
type of piety , as well as the rules of law and observance which 
became authoritat ive for all suc ceeding time . In the light of 
subsequent history the great achievement of these  centuries  
was the creation of a normative type of  Judaism and its 
establt shment in undisputed supremacy throughout the wide Jewish 
world . 
Moore asserts that the "definite stage of thi s development was 
reached in the latter half of the s econd c entury of our era and the 
beginning of the third . " 5 The boundary is formally marked by the 
completion and general ac ceptance of the Mishna , as edited by Judah the 
Patriarch . His  task of s etting down the basic  princ ipal rulings of the 
Oral 'l'orah earned him the title "Rabbi "--The 'l'eacher--accorded him by a 
grateful poster ity . The duly authori zed Palestinian scholars  of Israel 
4 Moore , loc . c it .  
5Moore , loc . c it .  
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from approximately the beginning of the Christian era , who s erved as 
transmitters of the unwritten law , are des ignated Tannaim , or "Teachers . ' ' 
Leo Trepp pointed out that : 
With the fall of the Temple ,  the s ects di sappeared , and the 
Ph�risee s  became the masters of the entire people . Individually , 
each of them held the title 'Rabbi ' ,  t eacher ; collectively , the 
group became known as ' Tannaim ' ,  the Teachers .  In addition to 
the example of their lives , they have given us a summary of the 
Oral Law , as they had developed �t through the centuries . It i s  
a great work called the Mishnah . 
Their succes sors were given the titl e ,  Amoraim , or "Expositors " . 
Thi s des ignation was used both in Palestine and Babylonia of the 
profes sors who taught the lavr as set forth in the Mishnah and discussed 
its  regulations with their colleagues and students .  Thi s facet of 
study was called Talmud , "Learning" , and this name was eventually given 
to the great compilations in which the di scuss ions of the schools are 
recorded , the Palestinian and the Babylonian Talmuds .  
A .  EZRA AND THE RESTORATION CO��IDNITY 
It was primarily through the efforts  of Ezra that the Jewish 
community found it s permanent direction along the route which i s sued in 
the form of religion that was given the name Rabbinic  Judaism . In his 
historical account of Pharisai sm Herford gave the credit to Ezra for 
saving the Jewish religion : 
The starting point of any history of Pharisaism must of 
nece s s ity be the work of Ezra . He marks , in the long history 
of the Jewish people , the opening of  a new period ,  a new stage 
6Leo Trepp , Eternal Faith , Eternal People ( Englewood Cliffs , New 
Jersey : Prentice-Hall , Inc . , 1 962 ) , p .  62 .  
of development , as important as the rise  of prophecy , and 
only less  important than the work of Moses . If Moses  'Yrere the 
real founder of the Jewish religion , giving to it the power to 
r i se  above and draw away from the religions of ' the peoples 
round about ' ,  Ezra stood forth at a most critical period to 
save the Jewish religion , and with it the national lift , from 
relapsing into decay through contact 1-Ti th Gentile ideas and 
practices . 7 
The four c enturies  of Jewish hi story from the fall of Jerusalem 
in 586 B . C . , to the Maccabaean upri s ing in 166 B . C .  gives illumination 
on the s eriousnes s  of the situation that confronted I srael . In thi s 
critical time we observe a subservient people becoming powerful through 
weaknes s .  It i s  noteworthy that within thi s interval , when I srael 
was without any di stinction that is normally associated with greatness , 
she began to  bestow to the world a contribution to the development of 
religion the impact of which is still being felt in the twenti eth 
century . If , when I srael ' s  capital c ity was sacked and her highest 
citizenry deported , she had followed the example of other nations in a 
similar plight , she would have either become extinct , or else  after a 
lapse of years come humbly crawling back to a mere semblanc e  of her 
former glory . The miracle of her revival is  all the more significant 
when we reflect upon the s everity of the crushing blow amninistered to 
her at the hand of Nebuchadnez zar . Bright remarked concerning the plight 
of the Jews after the Captivity : 
The calamity of 587 is  on no account to be minimized . Though 
the popular notion of a total deportation 1-1hich left the land 
empty and void i s  erroneous and to be di scarded , the c atastrophe 
was nevertheles s  appalling and one which signaled the di sruption 
7R .  Travers Herford , The Pharisees  (New York : The MacMillan 
Company , 1924 ) ,  p .  18 . 
of Je1..rish life in Palestine . Nebuchadnezzar ' s  army left 
Judah a shambles . As archaeological evidence eloquently 
testifies , all , or virtually all , of the fortified to"l.fns 
in the Shephelah and c entral hill country ( i . e . , in Judah 
proper ) were  razed to the ground , in most cases  not to be 
rebuilt for many years to come ( cf .  Lam . 2 : 2 , 5 ) . Only in 
the Negeb , apparently s eparated from Judah in 597 , and in 
the district north of Jerusalem , •rhich was probably a part 
of the Babylonian province of Samaria , did towns escape 
destruction . The population of the land was drained away . 
As ide from those  deported to Babylon , thousands must have 
died in battle or of starvation and disease ( cf .  2 : llf . , 
1 9-21 ; 4 :  9f . ) , some--and surely more than we lmow of 
( 2  Kings 2 5 : 18-27 ) --had been executed , while others 
( c f .  Jer . ch .  42f . ) had fled for their lives . 8 
Utterly defeated and broken , she arose from death to a veritable 
resurrection , and r egained a kind of greatness hitherto unknmm in the 
hi story of the nations . The purpose of this s ection is  to reconstruct 
as accurately as pos sible , from the fragments of history that remain , 
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the steps that eventuated in such an outstanding supernormal development . 
In order to appreciate  the evolution of Judaism in the post-
exilic  period , it becomes nec essary to examine the nature of the 
restoration community , the problems with which they were confronted 
in their bid for rebirth , and the solut ion provided by Ezra and 
Nehemiah in order to leap over the seemingly unsurmountable obstacles . 
According to Bright , 9 the restoration of the Jewish community , 
following the exile did not presage a revival of the pre-exilic nation ,  
with its national institutions and cult . That order had been destroyed 
and a re-creation of the same was now impossible . In fact , the restriction 
8
Bright , .£12.· c it . , p .  324 . 
9
Ibid . , p .  413 . 
of sacrifice to Jerusalem by King Josiah , the destruct ion of the Temple 
in 586 B . C . , and the growing di spers ion of Jewry both east and west 
meant an e s sential change in their religious system . The problem with 
which they were now confronted was not so much that of physical survival , 
rather of finding some external form in which to exist , some delineation 
of it self that �orould safeguard it s identity as a body . Bright further 
commented : 
Up to thi s time such a problem had never ari sen , for ' Israel ' 
had always denoted a well-defined ethnic-national-cultic unit . 
Originally she had been a sacral league of clans , �orhich had 
had its peculiar institutions , cultus , traditions , and beliefs ; 
all who were members of that covenant league , who partic ipated 
_ in it s cultus and gave allegiance to its sacral law ,  were 
I sraelites . Later Israel had become a nation--eventually 
two nations , each with its own cultus and institutions ; to be 
an Israelite was to be a citi zen of one or the other of  these 
nat ions . l·lhen the fall of the northern state  left the majority 
of I sraelites ,.,i thout national identity ( though st ill within a 
defined geographical area ) ,  the national tradition--and name--
was carried forward to Judah , whose  cult was finally , through the 
reforms of the s eventh c entury , c entrali zed exclusively in 
Jerusalem . Thus down to the end Israel had remained a definable 
entity with geographical boundaries  and national institut ions : 
' Israel ' was the vis ible community of c iti zens who gave allegiance 
to the national god , participated in his cult , and hoped in his 
promises . 
The fall of Jerusalem , which s�orept away the nation and it s 
institutions , ended all this . lO 
Now the nation and its  religious institutions were only a memory . Joy 
and laughter had turned into sorrow and weeping : 
By the waters of Babylon , there we sat down and wept , when �ore 
remembered Zion . On the willows there we hung up our lyres . 
For there our captors required of us songs , and our tormentors ,  
mirth , sayin� , ' Sing us one of the songs of Zion ! ' How shall 
we s ing the Lord ' s  song in a foreign land? ( Psalm 137 : 1-4 ) 
10Ibid . ,  p .  414 . 
The fall of Judah thus brought to a finish an age filled with 
greatnes s , glory , and creativeness . Even though life continued and 
they were about as productive as prior to the exile , the conditions 
of their exi stence were radically altered . Israel was no longer a 
"normal" nation . 
B .  KAUFMANN ' S  APPRAISAL OF ISRAEL ' S  RELIGION 
DURING AND AFTER THE EXILE 
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586 B . C .  proved to be a most tragic year in the history of Israel . 
Not only were the national and territorial bases  of her culture and 
religion shattered , but her priests , people , and religious life , were 
carried into captivity . "The Exile was no less  than Exile of the 
Shekinah (the Divine Presenc e ) . "11 Her magnificent temple , constructed 
and dedicated during the reign of Solomon was destroyed ; many of the 
neighboring nomadic tribes moved speedily into the territory and 
absorbed the land . It is  also pos sible that some of the exiles 
assimilated themselves into the life of Babylonia and to the enticements 
of its renowned capital city , Babylon . With Israel uprooted from her 
land and her national culture in a state  of collapse ,  what affect 
would these adverse conditions bring to bear upon her faith? "The 
cruc ial question vas , could I sraelite religion survive the collapse of 
its national foundations ? Could it subsist on foreign soil , or would 
it go the way of other national religions ? "12 
11 Schwarz ,  loc . c it . 
12Ibid . , p .  77 . 
The downfall of Judah followed a pattern similar to that of the 
Northern Kingdom . But the outcome was far different . Why were the 
exiles from Judah kept from complete assimilation into the Babylonian 
way of  life when those  from Israel had ass imilated in the As syrian 
Empire? The answer i s  not difficult to locate . It was not that they 
were more numerous ; they were less in number . It was not that life in 
Babylon vras strenuous and practically imposs ible owing to the obstacles 
s et before them by the Babylonians ; to the contrary , the captives soon 
became e stablished quite well economically and soc ially , and to a 
degree  adjusted quit e comfortably in their new environment . It was 
simply that the Judean exiles regarded themselves in a unique manner , and 
took a di stinctive view of their experience and destiny . The teaching 
and preaching of the prophets had made a deep and lasting impress ion upon 
their souls . In reality , the Jewish people survived the test by reason 
of the depth and power of their religion . 
Israel 1 s  prophets had predicted that the nation would fall in 
consequence of its own sins , and had emphasi zed that the judgment would 
be proof of God 1 s  j ustice , not of Hi s debility . And now the exiles 
could remember the past in somber reflection : there must be something 
weighty in what the prophets proclaimed after all ! However , the 
prophets  had not only prophesied doom , but hope . From the days of 
Hosea , they had promi sed that redemption would follow the destruction 
( Hosea 13 : 9-16 , 14 : 1-9 ; Joel 3 : 9-21 ; Amos 9 : 11-15 ) .  Just prior to the 
captivity , Jeremiah had stressed thi s concept most dramatically . During 
the exile , Ezekiel , and other spiritual leader s , devoted themselves to 
the respons ibility of keeping up the moral e of the prisoners , reiterating 
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to them the comforting words of hope that their God had not forsaken 
them ; that , although they were presently being judged for their unfaith­
fulnes s  to Him , the time would most assuredly arrive when they would 
again be r estored to their land , former place of bless ing , and the nations 
that had oppressed them would be punished in their turn . Ezekiel spoke 
of a new exodus deliverance ,  a new di sc ipline in the wildernes s in which 
Yahweh vrould purge them prior to leading them to the homeland ( Ezekiel 
20 : 33-38 ) . He also  looked for the restoration of a united Israel under 
Davidic leadership ( cbs . 34 : 23f . ; 37 : 1 5-28 ) , and expected Yahweh to 
grant them a spiritual renewal and establi sh with them his eternal 
covenant of peace ( Ezekiel 37 : 1-14 ; 36 : 2 5-27 ; 34 : 25 ;  37 : 26-28 ) . The old 
national hope was s et forth , but removed to a future day , and given to a 
spiritually transformed people , and made wholly contingent upon the 
divine , saving power of God . This morale building pursuit was further 
enhanced by the aid of the Scribes , the men of learning , who devoted 
themselves to the preservation of the literary remains of the Jewish 
age of national independence .  
During the days of exile c ertain modifications in their religious 
practices  had to be developed . It was now practically imposs ible to 
maintain the sacrificial cult of the 'l'emple  at Jerusalem Olving to  the 
fact that approxtmately eighty percent of the people vrere unable to 
make effective use of it . But a memorial of these sacrificial 
occasions could be  preserved by meeting together for the purpose of 
repeating the r itual formulas , hymns , and prayers that had been the 
customary accompaniments of the sacrifices . Now , for the first time in 
their hi story , the Jewish people began meeting together in small , local 
congregat ions to carry on their s ervices  of worship . Henc e , religious 
fervor increased in spite of the collapse of it s national foundat ions . 
In fact , it grew stronger with the pas sing of time ; not only did it 
refuse to go the way of other religions , it subsisted with universal 
significanc e . While the Diaspora gradually assimilated some of the 
foreign , pagan , culture , they def�nitely did not acc ept pagan religion . 
Kaufmann made the following pertinent observation : 
Thi s  is  an unparalleled phenomenon .  It testifies to the 
distinctiveness of Israelite religion , to its vitality , 
which proved to be independent of time and plac e and 
unabated by pagan c ivilization . l3  
This  religious factor , resulting in complete s eparation from 
paganism,  operated as an obj ective necessity . It is  important to note , 
ho"�<rever , that the Jewj_ sh people did not s ense their responsibility of 
remaining separate and untainted as something imposed upon them . 
Rather , they delighted to keep faith with their God because of a deep 
and abiding love for Him in their hearts .  Thi s was , indeed , the spirit 
that motivated their loyalty . 
Such a traumatic  experience was bound to cause an overwhelming 
feeling of despair , for they had seemingly been cast off by Yahweh 
and turned over to the hand of their enemies . But this did not d��en 
their spirits . No adverse  experience could shake their faith in God ' s  
love and eternal purpose for them . No tribulation or national calamity 
could move them from the acute awareness  of their religious superiority 
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to that of the pagan world . Stripped of every national pos ses s ion , they 
still hoped in God and His Torah . Thi s strong conviction went with them 
into exile ; it never left them . They s imply could not be driven from 
l3Ibid . , p .  77 . 
the solid foundation of their faith . Thus the die was cast : "Israel 
could not and would not surrender the gift God had made it ; it remained 
true to Him despite the fall . "14 
And here emerges the remarkable hi story of post-exilic Judaism . 
The striking phenomenon i s  s een not only in the fact that Israel refused 
to adopt pagan religion , but during this extremely critical period of 
national calamity she once and forever obliterated the last vestiges 
of paganism from her midst . The sin of "idolatry" vhich had plagued 
God ' s  chosen people from the earliest days died and vas laid to rest , 
never to be a threat again . During the time of the Second Temple ,  and 
thereafter , idolatry vas a thing unknown in I srael . After the Babylonian 
exile the Jevish people are totally and forever converted from idolatry 
into convinc ed vorshippers of the one true God . 
Hov can it be explained? What was it , in  that short span of 
fifty years , which so deci s ively achieved vhat all previous chastise-
ments and prophetic  exhortations and divine warnings had failed to 
effect ?  I t  vas definitely not the Babylonian environment , for Babylon 
vas a hotbed of idolatry . It s gods and altars and shrines vere as 
anc i ent as c ivil i zation itself , and were venerated by untold multitudes . 
The religion of Babylon could well have helped to increase  the idolatry 
of Israel , but it c ertainly could never have reduced it or ever wrought 
a cure . 
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Yet there must be a sati sfactory explanation of Israel ' s  deliberate  
renunciat ion of idolatry ; for no  people can undergo such a fundamental 
and enduring transformation of concepts without there being some 
overpowering compulsion . Can we supply a proper explanation of the 
factors which so fully and finally converted the whole of the 
religious community? 
Certainly one answer can be found in the writings of their own 
prophets ,  I saiah and Jeremiah , in particular . Had they not clearly 
foretold the very events that were not transpiring?  The destruct ion of 
Jerusalem , the exile of Judah ' s  sons and daughters in Babylon , the 
subsequent sudden overthrowing of Babylon it self , the extraordinary 
conquests of Cyrus the Pers ian who overthrew Babylon , the ensuing edict 
of Cyrus for the restoring of the Temple at Jerusalem--these were all 
foretold some two hundred years prior , together with Jeremiah ' s  more 
contemporary and more specific prophecies  relating to the s eventy-year 
period prescribed by God for the scourging of Judah , and even the 
shorter duration of actual exile in Babylon . ( Isaiah 43 : 11� , 44 : 28 ,  
4 6 : 1-11 , 48 : 3-7 , and Jeremiah 2 5 : 8-14 , chapters 50-51 ) .  
Little did the Jews imagine , or even dream of , as they were 
forcibly carried into Babylon , that within fifty years the mighty , 
haughty , and apparently unassailable capital of Nebuchadnez zar ' s  wide­
spreading empire would be overthrown for ever , that Cyrus the Persian 
ivould be the conqueror , and that almost immediately he would allow the 
Jews the privilege of returning to Judah in pos s es sion of a royal edict 
for the r ebuilding of the Temple .  Yet it all amazingly oc curred ; and 
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the exiled people of God , with astonishment and a degree of doubt , beheld 
it all happening exactly as promis ed by God through His prophets !  The 
evidence was conclusive . 
Therefore ,  approximately half a c entury after the fall , part of 
the exilic community returned to the homeland . They settled in the 
tiny Persian province of Judah that occupied l ittle more than Jerusalem 
and its  immediat e environs .  The group was led by Zerubbabel , son of 
Shaltiel , of  the line of David , and of Joshua , the son of the priest 
Jehozadak . ( Ezra , chapters 1 and 2 ) . 
Those  fifty thousand who followed Zerubbabel were only a remnant : 
the bulk of the nation r emained in Babyloni a .  Many found i t  imposs ible 
to return because of old age , ill-health , lack of initiative , and even 
though their convictions concerning idolatry were genuine and permanent , 
did not equally feel it a point of conscience to return to the land 
itself . Of this we may be quite  c ertain , those who returned were the 
strongest of the strong and the devoutest of the devout . They knew what 
they believed and why they believed it . They knew what they were 
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fac ing , the difficulties that lay ahead , and they were strongly persuaded 
of what they intended to ac compli sh in Judah . Norman Snaith emphas ized 
thi s sense of divine destiny in the hearts of the returned exiles : 
The Jews who came back from the Babylonian Exile were thoroughly 
and completely convinced of three things . These  three things 
were the determining factors in the whole subsequent development 
of Judaism , both practically and religiously . 
Firstly , they were sure that there was One God and that there 
was none other than He , supreme in wisdom and power . 
Secondly , they were sure that they , and they alone , were the 
chosen people of thi s One and Only God ;  they were the true 
I srael . 
Thirdly , they were sure that this One God vrould see  to it that 
they , Hi s chosen people , would ac compli sh a glorious destiny 
at the head of the nations . 
All these three themes are s et forth plainly and vigorously in 
the writings of the ' The Second Isaiah ' , that unknown prophet 
of the Babylonian Exile whose  work i s  found in the sixteen 
chapt er s ,  I sa .  4 0-5 5 · Everything subsequent to 538 B . C .  
revolves around these three themes . On their consc iousness 
of their unique destiny the whole story of the post-exilic 
Jews depends . l 5  
C .  THE REBUILDING OF THE TEMPLE AND THE 
CANONIZATION OF THE TORAH 
First on the agenda was the rebuilding of the Temple .  No sooner 
was thi s work begun when the enemies  of Judah and Benjamin began to 
interfere , precipitating a situation which caused the completion to be 
delayed for s everal years ( Ezra , chapter s 3-6 ) . But , carrying on the 
proj ect in the face of much hardship and numerous obstacles ,  the workers 
continued faithfully at their task , completing the j ob and reinstituting 
the cult in the year 516 B . C .  Once again the sacrific ial cult was 
re-enact ed and would be carried on without interruption for a period of 
three hundred and fifty years . 
I srael again inhabited her national land , pos sessed a new 
national body , and national culture onc e more began to flourish . But 
the political hopes of the nation were still unfulfilled . The Davidic 
dynasty was not yet restored , and the maj or part of the Jewish people 
remained in the Diaspora . The walls  of  Jerusalem lay in a broken 
condition until 41+ 5 B . C .  when they were repaired under the dedicated 
supervision of Nehemiah ( Neh . , chapters 3-7 ) . Nevertheless , the return 
of the small group of exiles and the rebuilding of the Temple fulfilled 
1 5Norman H .  Snaith , The Jews from Cyrus to Herod ( New Yorlc 
Abingdon Pres s ,  1957 ) , p .  62 . 
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an important religio-national need , They were a display of the spirit 
of repentance .  With great concern and sincerity of heart the people 
restored the official cult of Yahweh in the holy land and the chosen 
c ity , and so manifested their loyalty to Him and their desire for 
reconciliation . With intense passion and contrition of heart they 
prayed that He would turn Hi s face upon them , show mercy , and heal 
their land that they might be established as in the days of old . Thi s 
was the prevailing spirit which effected the Restoration ( Neh . , 
chapters 8-13 ) .  
About one hundred years after the return of tbe remnant , in the 
days of Ezra and Nehemiah , an event of momentous consequence took 
plac e :  the Torah was fixed and canoni zed . It is  true , the Torah had 
been the national heritage of  I srael from the t ime of  Moses , but in 
c enturies  past it had existed "as a type of lit eratur e ,  composed in 
varied styles  and variously formulated by the c ircles of  priests  and 
scholar s  who cultivated it . It was not a unifi ed book with a fixed 
and stabilized text . "1 6  Owing t o  this fluidity i t  was difficult to 
utili ze  it as a clear-cut standard for living . 
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This intense pas sion to abide by the principles  of the Torah 
made it nec essary to c ollect the ancient scrolls for purposes  of  
consolidation and organization , that the whole community of  Israel might 
come to know the vrill of God . The_n there arose  a longing to establish 
a canon of s acred writings , as authorized by both the laymen and 
scholars . For this fundamental r eason the crystali zation of the sacred 
16schwarz , .2..£.· c it . , p .  82 . 
canon was begun in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah with the c ompilation 
of the Torah book . King Josiah had already made the book of the law , 
di scovered by Hilkiah the high priest , during hi s reign , the law of 
the land , and made a covenant with the nation r elating to its 
observanc e ( II Kings 22 : 3-20 ; II  Chronicles  34 : 1  to 3 5 : 19 ) . However , 
the task undertaken by Ezra and N�hemiah took place under far different 
circumstances , and on a much larger scale . Ezra had arrived from 
Babylonia in 4 57 B . C . , bringing with him a Torah scroll the contents 
of which it i s  somewhat difficult to ascertain . Bright commented 
on thi s as follows : 
vfuat law Ezra brought i s  a question to which there i s  no 
answ·er . There i s  no reason to as sume that it was altogether 
a new law enacted unknown to the people . Since it vras already 
ac c epted by Babylonian Jews as the law of Mose s ,  most of  it 
at least may have been long knoWn by the Jews in Palestine as 
vrell . l7 
, 
Some scholars  hold that it vras the Priestly Code , vrith a record of the 
official traditions of the pre-exilic Temples , as these  had been 
handed dovrn and clas sified some time during the Exile . Others believe 
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it vras the completed Pentateuch vrhic h ,  although having been in exi stence 
for a considerable period of time , had not undergone a thorough recension . 
Still others advocate  that it was a collection of lavrs , probably 
including various cultic  and other stipulations s econdarily related to 
the Priestly narrative . Bright stated further : 
But it i s  most probable that the completed Pentateuch was in 
his pos se s s ion , and that it was he who imposed it on the 
conwunity , as the normative rule of  faith and practic e .  The 
l7Bright , �· c it . ,  p .  374 . 
Torah c ertainly held this  status soon after Ezra ' s  time , and 
it i s  plaus ible to suppose  that this was the law which he 
brought . 
The law in any event , was accepted by the people in solemn 
covenant before Yahweh and thus became the constitut ion of 
the community _ 18  
On  the first day of  the year in 4114  B . C .  , the completed Torah was 
publicly read before a large congr.egation assembled in Jerusalem . 
Ezra , standing on a wooden platform , opened the book , and all the 
people stood to their feet . It was a sacred moment , to be sure . Prior 
to reading , Ezra offered a benediction , to which the congregation 
responded with an "Amen" as they bowed down to the earth . For six 
hours they listened attentively with fear and trembling . The reading 
took this much time owing to . the nec ess ity of pauses while the 
" interpreters "  explained the difficult pas sages . The people were moved 
to tears , for they heard words of God that they had not previously 
known , ( Nehemiah , chapters 8-10 ) .  Kaufmann explained : 
Thi s public  rec itation of the Torah is  regarded as a spec ial , 
s elf-contained c eremony ; it i s  not carried out in the Temple 
prec inct and is not connected with any other cultic  act . In 
this  solemn act the Torah was given aneVT to I srael . NoVT , 
however , it VTas no longer the spec ial pos session of the 
priest s , ' the holders of the Torah 1 ,  but was the property 
of the entire peopl e , ivho participated in its study . Thus 
I sraelite r eligion created a noble symbol : the VTord of God 
embodied in a book acc epted as authoritative by the whole 
nation , a guide to sanctifying l ife to the s ervice  of God . l9  
The establi shing of the canonical Book of the Torah resulted 
in oral tradition assuming a neVT role in JeVTish religious life : it was 
18 Ibid . , p .  37 5 .  
1 9schwarz ,  21?_· c it . ,  p .  83 . 
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given the responsibility of interpreting the written Torah and of 
extending it s  scope by a creative exegesis (midrash ) , to cover every 
facet of life . The Torah became the obj ect of diligent study ; the 
science of Torah was developed , and its exponents were no longer the 
priests , for in their stead the scribes and men of wisdom now occupied 
the place of leadership . There ,was also a growing s ensi  t i  vi ty that 
only through the s cience of Torah is it s fulfillment possible ; only 
through midrash were they able  to discern in the Torah the ans1-rers to 
the ever changing problems of life . After that notable day when Ezra 
stood before the congregation with the open book , a "Great As sembly" 
was appointed with authority to produce a new covenant with the people 
concerning the observance of the Torah . Subsequently , the assembly 
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drew up a " sure agreement " enumerating a list of self-imposed injunctions 
belonging to the c ategory of Oral Law . The people thus pledged them-
selves to observe the Torah in keeping with the interpretatio� of the 
learned scholars of the day . Now both the written and oral Torah began 
to govern the life of the people at the same time . This momentous 
dec i sion made during Ezra ' s  leadership was a definite turning point in 
the history of Israel and the subsequent development of Rabbinic 
Judaism .  Trepp referred t o  this as a renais sance :  
Thi s was the moment of rebirth . The institutions established 
in Babylonia--Torah reading , explanation , prayer--became the 
universal foundation of future growth and development . The 
Torah with its commandments was the guide . Thi s was to have 
far-reaching consequences . The synagogue , as the place -vrhere 
Torah was taught and prayer offered , now became a permanent 
institution , equal to the Temple .  The rabbi as teacher of  
Torah had now become more important than the priest performing 
an ancient ritual . Thi s was to lead to a centuries-long struggle 
for supremacy beti.;reen the Temple and it s priesthood and the 
synagogue with its rabbinic leadership and democratic organization . 
The synagogue won . Had it lost the contest , Judaism would 
not have survived the fall of the Temple .  The covenant of 
Ezra made it clear that all are eQual before God , as long as 
they are vrilling to li sten , to study , and to obey God ' s  word . 
The very character of  Judaism is  expressed here . Judaism 
demands understanding ; it reQuires study , which it considers 
a form of worship . Obedience without understanding i s  truly 
blind . The Jew is commanded by his religion to study Torah . 20 
Israel ' s  transition from a nation to a law community had been 
completed .  In thi s manner she would continue to exi st , and this could 
be achieved without statehood even though scattered upon the fac e  of the 
earth . The distinguishing feature of a Jew , henceforth , would not be 
political nationality , nor primarily ethnic background , nor even 
regular worship in the Temple ( impos sible for Jevs of the Diaspora ) , but 
adherence to the law of Moses . Having cros sed the great watershed , 
Israel ' s  hi story was to continue in Judaism . 
I I . JUDAISM IS LARGELY BASED ON THE TALMUDIC LITERATURE : TO 
THE JEW OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY FINDS 
ITS FRUITION IN THE TALMUD 
The Talmud , in its broader aspects  and as delineated here , 
embodies  within itself the entire creat ive process , commencing in the· 
period of Ezra the Scribe and ending about 500 A . D .  Thi s creative 
process  continued toward a single , definite goal ; and as widespread 
as it was , represented in essence only a single unity . It was the Oral 
interpretation of the Torah in order to adapt it to the continually 
changing forn1s of national , social and individual religious life . 
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Thi s written Law was the foundation of post-exilic Judaism .  Snaith 
pointed out : 
20 Trepp , 2.1?..· cit . , p .  37 . 
It was , however , only the foundation , for developing Jewry 
demanded guidance in respect of the new problems which 
nec es sarily arose  as the years passed  by . Thus there arose  
a body of Oral Tradition , and thi s in t ime grew to  be  
regarded a s  at least a s  binding a s  the written Law it self . 
Thi s was only to be expected .  If  the rigid keeping of the 
Law of Moses  was to be the duty and delight of the Jew , then 
it is clear that the Oral Tradition was bound to be of 
paramount importanc e , because this told the Jew how to apply 
the written Law in hi s daily life . It was by the Oral 
Tradition that he knew how to apply the age-old precepts in a 
world of new ideas and alien customs . Without the Oral Tradition , 
the pious Jew would not know what to do on the ever-graving munber 
of occasions when he could not find an exact parallel in the 
anci ent scrolls . 21 
Kadushin ,  in his chapter on "Rabbinic Dogma" , posited a similar 
argument : 
The Rabbis  teach that the unwritten Torah is  implicit in the 
written Torah , but thi s also means that they regarded as divine 
the laws and interpretations they derived from the wTitten Torah . 
Moreover , they attribute divine sanction to purely rabbinic 
lm.,rs , laws not derived from the written Torah . In other vrords , 
the concept of Torah was , in practice ,  an indeterminate concept , 
and hence quite like other value-concepts ;  it was made deter­
minate when it was concreti zed in new laws and in new inter­
pretations . 22 
One of the main arguments employed by Jewish apologists was that 
of the antiquity of both Jewish lavr and religion . Even those who 
conquered the Jewish people recognized , as a rule , the rights of the 
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Jews to live in accordance with "the law of their forefathers "--a repeated 
phase in the Greco-Roman enactments concerning the Jewish minority . 
The Jews themselves not only placed the account s of the patriarches 
and Moses  in ancient times , but Josephus .made mention of five thousand 
21snaith , 212.· c it . , p .  147 . 
22Max Kadushin , The Rabbinic  Mind ( New York : The Jewish 
Theological Seminary of America , 195�p .  353 . 
years of Jewish history prior to his time , and further states  that a 
large body of oral laws was r evealed to the Jewish people at the same 
time as the written law ,  the Bible . These  oral traditions , handed down 
through the centuries  by a succession of prominent prophets and sages , 
were believed to have been implied in the biblical revelation from the 
beginning , and it was held that . they could still be reconstructed from 
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the biblical text by an ingenious method of "hermeneutic "  reinterpretation . 
The many and varied situations in which the Jewish people found 
themselves evoked new needs , including the various influences  of 
political and hi storical transformations and events , contact with foreign 
cultures  and trends , unfolded new tendencies  in  the spiritual creative 
proces s .  Jewish scholar s  des ignate this process  the Unwritten or Oral 
Lavr , the Talmud . Unterman pointed out that : 
In the narrower sense the Talmud was closed in the fifth century 
C . E .  But the Oral Torah--the Talmud in its broader meaning-­
was continued by later generat ions , and included the early and 
later interpreters ,  the later savants and the whole sum of 
Rabbinical literature . 23 
24 Three stages  in this creative proce s s  may be noted :  
The Hebrew Bible : The Written Law , including the Pentateuch , 
the Prophets and the lvri tings . 
The Mishna : The interpretation of the Bible and it s adaptation 
to new conditions : the final canonization of the Oral 'l'radition and 
developed from the period of the earliest Helachic exegesis  down to that 
of the fixed and crystalli zed Halachoth of the early third c entury . 
23 Isaac Unterman , The Talmud ( New York : Record Pres s , 1952 ) , p .  40 . 
24Ibid . 
The Gemara ( in a restricted s ens e :  the Talmud ) :  The continued 
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teachings and exegesis  of the Amoraim until it was formally and definitely 
closed in the fifth century . 
The Talmud consists  of two s ections : The Mishna and the Gemara . 
The Mishna i s  the main text ; the Gemara is  the c ommentary . 
The t erm � Law , employed many times in Jewish theology , i s  a 
wide one . It embraces numerous laws , statues , traditions , customs , and 
usages , as well as ordinances  enacted by bodies of s cholars  in early 
times , which became part of the religion of I srael . Jewish scholars 
hold that the laws of the Pentateuch are , ort the whole , stated in too 
general a manner . Bamberger explained the dilemma : 
From the time when the >rritten Torah was accepted as the norm 
of Jewi sh l ife , and people began to study it and try to practice  
it , problems of interpretation began to  arise . Thi s i s  the case  
with any written legal document or  constitut ion , but it was 
espec ially true o f  a sacred document which could not be directly 
amended . Thus there grew up a substantial body of ' oral Torah ' , 
parallel and supplementary to the >rri tten Torah . 25  
Little is  known , however , concerning the fate of the Oral Law 
during the First Commonwealth , but upon the return from the Babylonian 
exile , an activity of  int erpretation of  the Torah bloomed forth in full 
glory . Old explanations were resurrect ed ,  and the legal portions of the 
Books of Moses  were carefully examined , and each law was unfolded to its 
full capac ity . This  activity had been conducted orally for generations . 
Included in the Oral Law are the following components and 
provi sions . 
1 .  The Torah was clarified thus enabling the Je11s to  ac complish 
the keeping of .the statutes . For example , the Torah commands that the 
2 5  Bernard J .  Bamberger , The Story of · Judaism ( Hew York : Schocken 
Books , 1957 ) ,  p .  108 . 
Sabbath be observed as a holy day of rest . No work i s  to be done ; 
however , the only task specifically prohibited is  the building of a 
fire . What other activities  may be defined as work? Does  work involve 
study , writing , or c arrying one ' s  coat ? The list of questions is  
endles s . Again , the Torah emphatically forbids the seething of a kid 
in its mother ' s  milk . What does this cryptic  command mean? The 
Rabbis  felt that if a man were to keep the law perfectly he had to 
understand all of the implications . 
2 .  The law was extended to cases not specifically enlarged upon 
in the Torah . Deuteronomy 22 : 10 states , "Thou shalt now plow with an 
I I  ox and an ass  together . The Oral Law , c oncerned to prevent cruelty and 
injury to beasts of burden , extended this prohibition to any case of 
animals of different spec ies  and unequal s i z e  being yoked together . 
These  extensions and applications of the Torah resulted from long hours 
of searching and new s ituations aris ing in practiee , for -vrhi ch the Torah 
did not provide . 
3 .  The Oral Law makes reference and s et s  forth guide lines for 
popular customs and traditions related to burial and mourning ,  n1any of 
which are so anc i ent that they antedate not only Judaism by some of the 
anc ient Semitic religions . Yet there i s  s carcely a word to be found 
concerning them in the Written Law . 
4 .  Matters of legi slation not referred to in the Torah--in which 
legal practices  tradit ional in. I srael or among the Semites  in general 
were molded by the s cholars are covered in the Oral Law . For instance , 
the Biblical law has gone into considerable detail on the subj ects of 
damages and bailments ,  but has practically nothing to say regarding the 
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transfer and division of real estate . Or , concerning divorce , it 
provides that the husband is obligated to give his wife a bill of 
divorcement following hi s deci sion to cancel the marriage agreement ; 
further , that a divorcee who has remarried can never under any c ircum-
stances. marry her first husband again . But it does not clearly state 
the grounds that j usti fy divorce ' in God ' s  sight , or  on what legal terms 
it is to be arranged . 
5 .  Included also are modifications of Biblical laws in compli-
anc e with changing practices  of ethics  and culture . Perhaps the most 
significant example is the moral law "an eye for an eye , a tooth for a 
tooth . "  This statute was sometimes interpreted literally : one who 
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injured another physically was required to have the same injury inflicted 
on him . But such a proc edure seemed to be savage to many of the Pharisees . 
And sinc e  the Torah , given of God , could not pos sibly have commanded 
such an unc ivili zed practice , the commandment must have a different 
connotation . They resolved the problem by explaining that payment of 
money was required as retribution for damages inflicted to the body of 
another . They believed that this interpretat ion did no violence to 
the passage in Exodus 21 : 22ff , concerning the matter of injury and 
repayment . 
6 .  The Oral Law also , on occas ion , abrogated a Biblical law . 
Sue h drastic act ion 'i·Tas rare , but was taken when nee es s i ty demanded .  
Bamberger cited a case  in point : 
The Torah provides for a general canc ellation of debts every s even 
years . This law vras workable in a simple agricultural c ivilization , 
where a loan was usually a favor extended to someone who had a 
crop failure . But as commerc e  developed , the law 1-rorked severe 
hardships .  In the sixth year of each cycle , credit froze , and 
the original purpose of the law was altogether frustrated .  Hillel 
therefore introduced a legal devic e  called the prosbol . By filing 
this document with the court at the t ime of a loan , the lender 
retained the power to collect hi s debt even in the Sabbatical year . 
To all intents and purposes , Hillel repealed a Biblical law ! 26 
The Torah also provided that a man who suspected his wife of infidelity 
could subj ect her to a humiliating ordeal . However , Rabban Johanan ben 
Zakkai abolished this practice . To justify his radical departure , he 
invoked a verse from the prophecy of Hosea which intimated that women 
will not be held accountable when men are unfaithful , declaring that in 
hi s generation men were not perfectly virtuous ! 
1 .  There were also innovations and decrees  advanced by the 
Rabbi s  on their own authority on spec ific occas ions . These  ordinanc es 
( takkanot ) 1-rere not given any Biblical attestation , but represented the 
purely legislative activity of the Masters . Representative of these was 
the institution of the marriage contract introduced by Rabban Johanan 
ben Zakkai after the destruction of the Temple in A . D .  10 . 
It will be noted that the Oral Law was not s imply a commentary 
on the vlritten Law , but also contained some creative elements of it s 
own . It reflected 
the popular conscience as transmitted through the most enlightened 
spirits among the leaders . It was the means by which Torah and 
life were made co-extensive . No phase of human existence was 
left outs ide the direction of religious law ;  and vrhere the old 
law cramped and di storted life instead of enriching it , some way 
was usually found to modify it by interpretation . 2
'( 
26
Ibid . , p .  19 . 
27Ibid . ,  p .  109 . 
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The Sadducees  repudiated the entire concept of the Oral Law 
and attacked it as unscriptural and invalid . The Pharisees therefore 
went to great lengths to discover a Biblical basis  for the oral 
teachings . The Oral Lavr had its beginning as a commentary on the Torah , 
and was in numerous cases only an explanation . But for many of the laws 
no clear warrant could be ascertained . Hence there developed a method 
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of interpretation known as Midrash , i . e . , s earch and investigation of the 
Mosaic text . Strack defined Midrash : 
The verb darash means , in post-biblical Hebrew , ' to s earch out 
a scriptural pas sage , expound it , '  then also ' to find something 
by exposition . '  Midrash denotes  ( a )  in general , ' investigation ' ,  
both in the sense of ' study , theory ' , and with the meaning o f  
' exposition ' ,  ( b )  spec ifically with reference t o  oc cupation with 
the scriptures . Henc e Beth ha-Midrash ' house of study ' where 
the scholar s  devoted themselves to the study of the Scriptures 
( the Law ) ; ( c )  concretely , Midrash ( pl .  Midrashim ) i s  the term 
for tho s e  literary works , come o f  them quite  ancient , which 
contain scriptural interpretation of the haggadi c ,  rnore rarely 
of the halakic , character ; often then Midrash i s  outright the 
title by which such a literary work is  known . 28 
By means of s earching , then , unsuspected meanings could be derived from 
Scripture . In theory , Midrash was the discovery of  the underlying 
implications of a pas sage of the Bible . In pract ic e ,  however , it often 
became a means of reading into a verse an idea or concept manifestly 
not there . 
Quite frequently ideas were read into the text to substantiate a 
practice  which had become a part of  the Jewi sh way of life . For example , 
custom required a quorum of  ten men for public worship . To support this 
idea from Scripture they used the account of the twelve spies  who were 
28
Hermann L .  Strack , Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash , 
(Philadelphia : The Jewish Publication Soc iety:-:-1931 ) , p -:-b. 
s ent out by Moses  to  investigate the Promised Land . The spies returned 
to their camp and brought back a definite negative report , causing 
great fear to come upon the congregation . \{hereupon God spoke to Mose s  
saying , "How long shall I bear with this evil Congregation ? "  The 
Rabbis  concluded that He was referring to the ten spies who caused the 
heart s of the people  to fail . Of course  there were twelve spie s , but 
Joshua and Caleb , who gave an encouraging report , were not included . 
Henc e ,  the minimum number to constitute a congregation must be ten . 
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Clearly , the Midrash approach was in s everal cases  only a pretext , 
whereby a rabbinic princ iple ( which had its own proper justification ) 
was connected to a Biblical text--partly to answer critic ism ,  in part to 
facilitate memori zing . It must be noted , however , that to the Rabbis ,  
the Torah ;.;as a document of supernatural perfection , and they naturally 
concluded that all good ideas would be di scovered there--at least by 
way o f  implication . In the second c entury Hillel together with R .  
Isrunael devi sed a system of interpretation whereby the Torah was 
treated as a document speaking in human terms , whose implications were 
to be derived by logical reasoning . Rabbi Akiba went a step further , 
and ins i sted that there was not even a superflous letter in the text , 
and found special meanings also in the "if ' s " ,  "but s " , and " ands " .  
The rabbinic theory held that the oral Torah was given to  Moses 
at Sinai along with  the written Torah ; hence ,  all interpretations , even 
those  not yet di scovered , are of  Sinaitic origin . This theory does  
pos se s s  s ome truth--as long as  there i s  a written law there must of 
nece s s ity be a tradition of  interpretation--but the Pharisees overstated 
their c ase . They considered themselves to be the custodians of the 
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Original Judai sm and the Sadducees as s ectarian ; in reality the 
Sadducees  were the conservatives and the Pharisees were the innovators .  
The fall of the Temple ,  however , caused the priest s  to lose their 
authority and eventually resulted in the demis e  of the Sadducean party 
thus making Pharisai sm no longer a sect but the Judaism of the over-
whelming majority , and the Rabbis  "t?ecame it s spokesmen and interpreters . 
Pharisaic  Judaism i s  also t ermed "Talmudic "  because the Talmud 
i s  the creation of thi s period and the chief source of information 
concerning it . Bamberger c ited three reasons why : 
First , Talmudic Judaism pos ses se s  in it self great interest 
and merit , which have too often been obs cured by ignorance 
and mi srepresentation . Second , traditional Judaism , 
e spec ially on the s ide of observance , remains to thi s day 
very much as  the Rabbis  of the Talmud left it . Third , the 
Talmud has been the chief authority of Jewish life . True , 
the Bible was theoretically the ultimate authority , but the 
Bible w-as understood as the Talmud interpreted it . On the 
other hand , later codes were acc epted only insof�r as their 
dec i s ions were in accord with the Talmud . 29 
The influence of the Talmud on the Jewish people , not only in it s 
explicit teaching but in its ways of thought and methods of approach to 
life and it s problems , was c ertainly no les s  than the influence of the 
King James version of the Bible in shaping the lives of the men of 
Puritan England . The theology of the Old Testament found its fruition 
in the Talmud , and its  influence was exerted both in the shaping of the 
lives of Jews in their world-wide communities  and in the moulding and 
preserving of the very fbrms of Judaism its elf . 
29Bamberger , .21:.· c it . , pp . 107-108 .  
CHAPTER V 
THE RABBINIC CONCEPT OF HALAKHAH 
I .  THE PURPOSE OF HALAKHAH IS TO EXPRESS THE WILL AND 
WISDOM OF GOD , REVEALED IN THE TORAH , AS 
IT RELATES TO DAILY JEWISH LIFE 
The chief concern of the Rabbis was the fixing of the lavr--
halakhah they named it , meaning the way in which one should go . Thi s 
i s  the backbone of the Talmud , as it is  the foundation of traditional 
Judaism . Halakhah includes both law in our general use of the term--
civil and criminal discussion--and the regulation of c eremony and 
ritual . It s function is  to formulate the duties of the people , 
personal and soc ial , in exact and clear-cut rules . \faxma.n defined it 
in the glossary of his delineation on Judai sm : 
The term Ha.la.ka.h is  used in two ways , as a vide connotation of 
all lavs and regulations vhich relate to various phases of life 
resulting .from the activity of the bearers of the Oral Law and 
tradition , and also as a name for a s ingle statement embodying 
a lav ,  or a. regulation , or an ordinance abstracted from the 
interpretation of the original source  in the Pentateuch or from 
the discuss ion of the motive for the ordinance . The meaning of 
the word seems to be derived from the Hebrevr root , Halak , i . e . , 
to go , namely a rule of conduct which the people should follov . 1 
Unterman also enlarged upon the meaning : 
The vord ' hala.cha ' i s  also often used to designate definite and 
established rules  and regulat ions , vhich bear no relation to 
lavs . Thus the rules concerning etiquette and decency are c alled 
' laws of e stabli shed custom ' ( Berachoth ,  22a ) . Medical regulations 
are called 1 lavs of physicians ' ( Yerushalmi Yebamoth , chapter 5 ,  
halacha 2 ) . Thus the Talmud also speaks of the lavs of creation 
1
Meyer Waxman , A Handbook of Judaism ( New York : Block Publishing 
Company , 1947 ) ,  p .  183-:-
-
( Sanheru·in , 67b ) , laws of witchcraft , etc . Within the rubric  
of Laws were included also such laws as are specifically mentioned 
in the Torah . They are called in the Talmud . 1 Gufei Halachoth 1 - ­
matters of law ( Yerushalmi , Sabbath , chapter 2 ,  halacha 7 ). 2 
Originally the oral Torah was taught in conjunction vri th the 
written text . But gradually the Rabbis  began to transmit the oral 
teachings in detached rules , designated as halakos ,  which were phrased 
succ inctly and memori zed . At first there was a di stinct obj ection to 
the c irculating of these  rules in written form . The probabl e reason 
wa.s the recognition that the Biblical basis  adduced for many of them 
was not convincing . To introduce such flimsy evidence to the new 
student s could pos s ibly unsettle their minds . It was cons idered wi ser 
to instruct them first in the conclusions of the Oral Law , the study 
of Midrash being reserved for the more advanced student s of the Torah . 
Slowly , the body of  short memori zed rules  began to grow to the 
extent that they became cumbersome and required a system of grouping 
them in order to fac ilitate  memorizing . By the t ime of Rabbi Akiba 
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( approx . 100 C . E . ) ,  the material had become so bulky that a more elaborate 
method had to be invented . To Akiba i s  given the credit for this work . 
During this time it i s  beli eved that he fixed the order of the 
arrangement of the halakoth , which became the present Mishna , 
dividing them into six main subj ects , and into many of the 
subordinate tractates . 3 
Akiba also made it hi s chief concern to see  that the halakoth 
which the Rabbis  i s sued vrere related to the actual life of the people , 
2 
Unterman , ££.· c it . , p .  93 .  
3James Parkes , The Foundations of Judaism and Christianity 
( London : Vallentine-Mitchell , 1960 ) , p-. -25 5 . 
and directed their development toward a pattern which he desired to 
be morally and spiritually good . If  we consider the methods and 
obj ectives of  Akiba we note that there was always an actual situation 
before hi s mind , and that it was for truly spiritual purposes  that he 
extended so enormously the realm of the oral law .  
Louis Finkelstein has summ?,ri zed his " juristic  philosophy" by 
s etting forth eight ideals which Rabbi Akiba worked toward : 
l .  So to  interpret the c eremonial laws that the poor were not 
excluded from partic ipation in worship , or subj ected to intol­
erable ritual burdens ; 
2 .  to  ensure that c ivil law should be used , lvherever pos sible , 
to rectify social inequalities ; 
3 .  t o  limit the prerogatives of the pri ests ,  espec ially towards 
the Levites ; 
4 .  to protect family life against di sruption by the severest 
penalties  against faithlessnes s ; 
5 .  to protect the rights and status of  free labour , while 
bettering the conditions of the slave ; 
6 .  to  defend observant merchants from the handicaps of their 
observances ; 
7 .  to eradicate superstitious practices ; 
8 .  to proclaim peace and human equality as fundamental principles 
of religion . 4 
Let us examine a l ittle more closely the content of Rabbinic 
Judaism or "The way of the Law . "  The spirit of Halakhah has been mis-
understood by some of it s critic s . Ac cording to the Rabbis it did not 
destroy spontaneity and enthusiasm in ethical and religious conduct . 
The devotees of  Judaism were encouraged by their Masters to do more 
than the strict letter of the law demanded of them ; but the halakhah 
set minimum standards of c onduct , below which no one should fall . 
l-tLouis Finkelstein , Akiba Scholar , Saint and Martyr ( Philadelphia : 
The Jewi sh Publication Soc i ety of America , 1936 ) ,  pp . 177-78 . 
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Moreover , the detailed character of the law was regarded not 
as a burden , but as blessed guidance .  ' The Holy One , bles sed 
be He ! 1 says the Mishnah , ' wanted to make Israel meritorious : 
to thi s end He conferred upon them a law and commandments of 
great volume . 1 5 
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By means of numerous regulat ions , religious purposes  and sanctions 
were  woven into the t exture of every-day life , ambiguous concepts �ere 
translated into rules of conduct ; no phase of human act ivity was left 
untouched by the spirit of holines s .  "Thus the Jewi sh legalists , 
despite their emphasi s  on ritualism ,  were the spiritual heirs of the 
great prophet s ,  s ince they transformed the ethical generalizations of 
6 the seers into a way of life adopted by a whole people . "  This can be 
illustrated by s etting forth some of the provis ions of the Talmudic 
Halakhah . 
During the Biblical period the spirit and meaning of the Sabbath 
underwent considerable development . For example ,  the Deuteronomic law 
spoke of the Sabbath as a memorial of the Exodus and emphasi zed the 
importance of allmring slaves and animals to enj oy the rest of the holy 
day (Deut . 5 : 12-15 ) .  In Exodus 31 : 12-17 Moses  declared that the Sabbath 
was instituted by God at the creation of the world , and that it i s  a 
sign of a perpetual covenant between God and His people Israel . The 
prophet Isaiah goes  even further and ins i st s  that the Sabbath must be 
a delight . Rich blessings  are promised t·o those  who delight in the 
Lord and in His  Sabbath , who s eek not their own pleasure nor follow their 
5Bamberger , �· c it . , p .  117 . 
6
Ibid . ,  pp . 117-18 . 
own ways ( Isa . 58 : 13-14 ) .  Nevertheless , while the Sabbath had attained 
both ethical and religious significance ,  The Biblical law on the subj ect 
is practically all negative-- you are prohibited from doing any work . 
The Sadducees took this to  mean that the day must be spent in gloomy 
inaction : some s ects even practiced extreme literalism ,  remaining 
seated and motionless  as possi,ble from the beginning to the end of the 
Sabbath . 
The Pharisee s , on the other hand , gave emphasis  to the pos itive 
aspects  of the Sabbath .  The different types of labor were carefully 
scrutini zed in order to give as suranc e to the congregation as to what 
they might do as well as what was forbidden . Certain legal devices  
were ingeniously des igned to  permit greater freedom of movement . For 
instanc e ,  to di spel the gloom on the evening prior to the Sabbath 
extra lamps were to be kindled just before sundown . This duty of 
providing l ight and cheer for the Sabbath was made the obligation of 
the women , and became the origin of the later c eremonial of  kindling 
the Sabbath light . 
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The Rabbis also decreed that one must wear hi s best clothes on the 
Sabbath : if his economic status prohibited him from owning two suits , he 
was obligated to at least change the manner of wearing his garments . 
Another religious obligation was that of eating three Sabbath meals , one 
of which had to contain meat and wine . By means of these inovations the 
Sabbath became a day of true j oy .  Finkelstein made the following comment : 
The rigid prohibition of work on the Sabbath does  not , as is  
frequently believed , make it a day of gloom for the observant 
Jew .  On the contrary , the complete release from all mundane 
conc ern , the concentration on the study of the Torah , and the 
j oy in the s ense of c ommunion with God ,  make it a day of great , 
though perhaps indescribably , delight . To partic ipate in the 
that Paradise  may be one long Sabbath . As twilight descends on 
Sabbath afternoon , some feel an ineffable s ense of yearning and 
lonesomenes s , which the mystics  among the Jews have characteri zed 
as  the loss of :part of one ' s  soul . 7 
Tre:p:p also observed : 
But the Sabbath >vas not a d,ay of gloom and of j oyless  worship ; 
it had no puritan hsrshness . Of festivals tte Talr:ud states : 
' Half is  for God ,  half i s  for you ( Betza 15b ) . 1 Food , drink , 
song , the afternoon nap , and the lei surely walk in the fields 
or on river banks are all part of the traditional Sabbath . 
Many a boy would find his girl during the strolls young :people 
took in the afternoon of the daB ; consummation of married union was :part of the holy day ' s  j oy .  
The rabbinic  concept of Halakhah greatly expanded the Biblical 
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tradition of charity . The Torah dealt chiefly with agricultural rights--
the right of the poor to glean the fields following the harvest , and the 
obligation :plac ed upon the farmer to leave the corners of the field uncut 
. for their benefit . Rabbinic law made thes e  matters more rigorous , 
dealing also with the support of the urban :poor . Provis ion was made for 
assi stance both in food and finances . To contribute to the charity 
funds was not only a moral but a legal obligation : i f  a c iti zen obj ected 
to giving his fair share , or neglected to do his duty , the collectors , 
men of the highest calibre , were empowered to attach his :property . In 
the di sbursement of charity every effort was made not to embarrass the 
one in need ; assistance had to be rendered with all :pos s ible privacy and 
confidence .  It was also taken into consideration that every need was 
7
Louis Finkelstein , The Beliefs and Practices  of Judaism ( New 
York : The Devin-Adair Company , 1945 ) , :p:p:-54-55 . 
8 
Tr e:pp , �. cit . , p • l 7 9 . 
different than the other . The basic requirements of all the needy 
had to be taken care  of , but individual cases  were given special 
consideration . Trepp pointed out : 
And the Jews took care of their own , through individual 
charity and community chest organizations , demonstrating 
the spirit of the family . The members regularly tithed 
themselves in accordance with Biblical law . Very frequently 
thi s was not enough so they. gave more .
9 
He also indicated "only it was not called ' Charity ' ,  it was called 
' Tzedakah ' ,  righteousnes s . To help a brother in need was simply an 
act of righteous , decent l iving , nothing more . "10  
Baeck made the following observation : 
The respect we owe to our neighbor i s  not an isolated single 
commandment but represents rather the whole content of 
morality , the quintessence of our duty . For in Judai sm the 
content of all religiousness  is that we serve God and love him 
and give him of our own . . . As a saying in the Talmud put s 
it : ' Love God in the human beings whom He has created ' --that 
i s  the way in which we can freely give to God . When we s eek 
our brother we find a way to God . . . In what we do to our 
neighbor we s erve God , ll 
Nowhere is  the progressive character of the rabbinic law more 
apparent than in it s provisions relevant to marriage and the standing 
of woman . 
During the maj or part of the Biblical period , a marriage system 
prevailed in which the wife was the virtual chattel of her husband . ( In 
the early days he paid a purchase price  to her father , however as 
time pas sed the institution of a dowry given by the father to the husband 
9Ibid . , p .  167 . 
1 0Ibid . 
11 Leo Baeck .  The Es sence o f  Judaism ( New York : Schocken Books , 
Revised Edition , 1948 ) , p .  19� 
became the norm ) . The woman was subservient to her husband in all 
legal respect s ;  and even though all her property and earnings belonged 
to him , she was not an heir of his estate . He could divorce her at 
will , but she had no similar right . 
In protecting and enlarging the rights of women , the Rabbis  made 
significant advances . The most noteworthy of these was the marriage 
contract ( k ' subo ) . This instrument , dating from the fifth pre-Christian 
c entury , requires the husband to s et as ide a sum , the minimum amount 
set by law , as hi s wife ' s  marriage portion . This allotment constituted 
the first claim on his estate  in case of his death , and was to be _paid 
to the wife if he divorc ed her without misconduct on her part . 
Consequently a widow , who i s  not an heir according to Jewish law , was 
left to the mercy of the heirs , who could be extremely ungenerous , 
especially if  they were the children of a previous wife . If  she 
preferred the widow could receive support from the estate instead of a 
fixed amount . 
The k ' subo became a strong deterrent to divorce . A tyrannical 
man could not so  easily threaten his wife with immediate  divorce  if she 
di spleased him , for then he would be required to pay her the amount 
st ipulated in the k ' subo . Thi s gave the woman a much more independent 
and dignifi ed status . Moreover , the contract provided that as long 
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as the marriage lasted , the husband received the income from the marriage 
portion . The delay involved in liquidating such an investment doubtless 
prevented many marriages from breaking up because it gave the parties 
involved time to  work toward reconciliation . 
Yet divorc e was not a difficult matter legally . It could always 
be effected by mutual agreement , in which case all that was necessary 
was for the husband to  pay his wife ' s  claim and hand her a properly 
witnes sed bill of divorce .  When mutual consent was unattainable ,  the 
school of Shammai restricted the grounds to infidelity ; but the other 
Rabbis  permitted divorc e  in a�most any case  of incompat ibility . lfuere 
adultery had taken plac e , divorc e  was mandatory whether the parties 
involved desired it or not . 
Since the Bible spec ifically provides that the man must give the 
bill of divorc e  to his wife , it was legally impossible for the woman to 
divorce her husband . But the Rabbis  provided her with the right to 
sue for divorce , in which case the husband was compelled to give her 
the bill of divorc ement . Usually , the person at fault was required to 
pay the marriage portion . If  the woman had given her husband grounds 
for divorce , or if  she sought the s eparation for a petty reason , she 
received nothing from him . I f  he was proven to be the guilty party 
or divorced her without adequate reason , he ha� to pay . 
This arrangement , however , was workable only when the husband was 
available .  If  a woman deserted her husband , he could write a bill of 
divorcement and deposit it with the court as hi s agent s , to present it 
to her should she reappear . But if  a man di sappeared , either intention­
ally o.r by accident , the 1voman ' s  s ituation was most deplorable .  She 
could neither obtain a divorce or have her husband declared legally 
deceased--a concept unknown to Jewish jurisprudence .  If  proof of his 
death could not be produced she was termed an agunah , "neither , maid , 
vrife , nor widow . "  This weakness in the Je1fish marriage law remains to 
this day , and has been a source of real difficulty in many cases . 
But the Rabbi s  did all they could to help alleviate this problem . 
Bibli cal law demanded that all legal evidence be establi shed by the 
mouth of two witnesses ; the halakhah makes the further proviso that 
such witnes ses be kno1m to have no bias in the matter . But Rabban 
Gamaliel the Elder established that the word of a single witness , or 
even hearsay evidence ,  was sufficient to establish the death of a 
husband in order for his widow to remarry . If  the husband died while 
the couple was res iding outside the country , the widow was allowed to 
testify that she was a survivor . 
Not all the halakhah vras in effect during the Talmudic period . 
For instance ,  criminal cases  had been removed from the jurisdiction 
of the rabbinic court s  and were taken over exclus ively by the Romans . 
But the Rabbis  continued to discuss the s ections of the Torah dealing 
with criminal offenses  and they did so in  an idealistic  spirit . The 
Bible provides for only two types of puni sllillent for crime ; minor 
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offense s  were handled by flogging , the more s erious ones by death . The 
Rabbis ,  however , were exceedingly humanitarian in their outlook feeling 
that human life i s  too sacred to be cut off by the regulations of man . 
Therefore ,  they contrived an elaborate series  of technicalities which , i f  
allowed to be utili z ed would have made the death s entence imposs ible . 
Thus , according to halakhah , a man might not be executed for a capital 
offense unles s  two witnesses  had previously warned him that such an 
act was punishable by death , specifically naming the type of execution 
such as stoning , hanging , etc . prescribed for that crime . Finkelstein 
indicated the att itude of the Rabbis  in his life of Akiba : 
The Hasideans , the Pharisees  and the Hillelites wer e  all known 
for their tenderness even to transgres sors . Akiba , following 
the precedent s et earlier by teachers of hi s clas s , tended to 
become extreme in his avers ion to penal severity , maintaining 
for example , that the false witnes s  could not be punished in 
either c ivil or criminal procedure if he confes sed hi s guilt . l2 
"Had I ,  said R .  Akiba , sat in the old Sanhedrin , I would never have 
permitted anyone to be put to death . "13 
These are only a few selections of the halakhah which broadened 
and often relat ed the rigid restrictions of the written Torah . Its 
value proved to be twofold . First , by providing a network of law and 
c eremonial over the whole of life , it proved to be a s ignificant 
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cohesive instrument in the preservation of the Jewish people . Secondly , 
it was a means of continuously emphasi zing the importance of religious 
and ethical principles and attitudes . The halakhah illustrates  the 
fact that the way to be a suc cessful idealist is by means of s elf-
disc ipline . 
I I .  RABBINIC JUDAISM DEFINTES TORAH AS TEACHING 
OR INSTRUCTION OF ANY KIND 
The primary emphasis  in the rabbinic program is  Talmud Torah--
study of the Law . Thi s is  the primary commandment and the highest 
virtue--a concept found in no other religion . 'l'he rabbis  insist that 
learning without piety and righteous conduct is  useles s ,  but they stress 
the importance of study for it s own sake , as a means of self-fulfilment 
12Finkelstein , 3£· c it . ,  p .  184 . 
13 
. 
Bamberger , �· c it . , p .  122 . 
and an activity that i s  pleasing to God .  They likewis e  point out that 
study i s  not tedious , but relaxing and of great enj oyment . 
Jewish polemici st s  are also very dogmatic  in defending what 
they believe to  be the true meaning of Torah or Law . For example , 
Solomon Schechter has gone to great lengths in hi s treatment of the 
14 "Law" to  point out its derivation , definition , and purp0se . 
The Law derived its authority from the rec iprocal relationship 
that sustained between God and His people , Israel . God elected them 
to be His chosen people and promised to bles s  them if  they would obey 
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His commandments and walk in His ways . They responded in the affirmative , 
saying "all thou commandest we will do . "  This , according to the Rabbi s ,  
i s  the meaning impli ed in the proclamation , "I  am the Lord your God , "  
with which c ertain groups of laws are introduced ( Lev . 18 : 2 ) ; that is , 
God makes His  people aware of the fact that they are responsible to 
Him because of their having received Hi s kingdom . 
Schechter continued to refute current notions about the Law 
stat ing that clarification must be made to disprove the conclusion of 
c ertain theologians who insist that Judai sm is  a system �orhich operates 
under the "Night of Legali sm . "  
He indicated that a careful examination of the definition of 
Torah and Mizvoth r eveals that Legalism was neither the evil thing that 
it was generally regarded to be , nor did it result in the evil consequences 
14 Solomon Schechter , Aspects of Rabbinic Theology ( New York : 
Schocken Books , 1961 ) , pp . 116-26 . 
often inferred by theologians . Neither has it constituted the whole 
religion of Israel , as preached by many of her crit ic s . 
Schecter ' s  delineation of Torah was stated with utmost c are : 
It must first be sta:ted that the term La..;r or Nomos is  not a 
---
. 
correct rendering of the Hebrew vrord Torah . The legalistic 
element , which might rightly be  called the Law , represents 
only one s ide of the Torah . To the Jew the word 'l'orah means 
a teaching or an instruction of any kind . It may be either 
a general principle or a spec ific injunction , whether it be 
found in the Pentateuch or in other part s of the Scriptures , 
or even out side of the canon . The juxtapos ition in which Torah 
and Ivli zwoth , Teaching and Commandments ,  are to be found in the 
Rabbinic  literature , implies  already that the former means 
something more than merely the Law . Torah and Mitzvoth are a 
complement to each other , as a Rabbi expressed it , ' they borrow 
from each other , as wi sdom and understanding--charity and 
lovingkindnes s--the moon and the stars , '  but they are not 
identical . To use the modern phraseology,  to the Rabbinic 
Jew , Torah vras both an institution and a faith . l5  
Abba H .  Silver also outlined the meaning of Torah : 
Judaism is  Torah-- ' teaching . '  Torah i s  a compendium of moral 
instructions , a rule of life for all men , a pattern of behavior ,  
a ' way ' revealed in the life of the people  through prophets and 
sages , which , i f  faithfully followed , leads to the well-being 
of the individual and soc iety . ' You shall teach them the 
statutes  and the dec i s ions and make them know the 1vay in which 
they must walk and what they must do ' ( Ex .  18 : 20 ) . ' The ' mi zvah ' 
( r eligious commandment ) i s  a lamp ,  the Torah is  a light and the 
moral instructions are the way of life ' ( Pr . 6 : 23 ) . The term 
Halachah which the Rabbis  employed for laws based on the Torah 
also means the proper way in which a man should walk . 16 
Hillel pointed out the manner and motive of Judaism : 
Judai sm ' s  ' way ' i s  des igned to sustain and advance  life , not to 
escape or transcend it . It s roots are s et deep in the practical 
needs of man and it i s  fully responsive both to his insticts and 
15Ibid . , pp . 117-18 . 
16Abba Hillel Silver , Where Judaism Differed ( New· York : The 
Macmillan Company , 1956 ) , pp . 4- 5 . 
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his aspirations . Judaism is  a devout morality . The source of 
its authority is  God . The motive force i s  the love of God and 
man . Its confidence i s  derived not alone from revelation , as 
unaccountably mysterious as the origin of intelligence itself , 
but also from hi story and the empirical experiences of the 
people of I srael . The re1-rard for man and mankind is now and in 
the future . To propagate thi s faith-- ' to proclaim God ' s  unity 
in love ' --Israel deemed it self chosen as an instrument of leader­
ship . The technique for this leadership is defined : ' To learn 
and to teach , to obs erve and to practice . ' l7 
In Rabbinic literature the term Torah is often applied to the 
Pentateuch .while excluding the Prophets and Writings . But this is  only 
for purposes  of classification . In a s ense the Pentateuch is  put on 
a higher plane than the Prophets  because the Rabbis  believe that the 
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vi s ion of Moses was much clearer than that of hi s suc cessors . They also 
hold that the Superiority of the Torah is to be found in the scriptural 
authority of Torah as stated in Numbers 12 : 6-8 and Deut eronomy 34 : 10 .  
Also , they could not ascertain anything deprecatory of Mos es ' superior 
authority in the Prophets .  There may have been times when they saw 
contradictions between Moses  and the Prophets ,  but only in matters of 
detail and not principle . 
The Pentateuch i s  not merely a legal code without edifying 
elements in it . Genesi s ,  most of Exodus , and part of  Numbers are simply 
history , r ecording the march of mankind on its way to the kingdom , 
culminat ing in I srael ' s  entering it on Mount Sinai , together with their 
subsequent regressions . The Book of Deuteronomy , meaning ' exhortation ' ,  
forms I srael ' s  Imitat ia Dei , consisting of  faith ( in the Shema ) ; while 
in the Book of Leviticus the principle of loving one ' s  neighbor i s  first 
17Ibid . , p .  5 .  
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proclaimed ( Lev . 19 : 18 )  which the di sciples of Christ call Chr i stianity , 
unbelievers ,  Humanity . 
The Rabbis  rej ect any notion that the narratives of the Bible 
are either fiction or useless storie s . 
To them the whole of the Torah r epresented the word of God 
dictated by the Holy Spirit , suggesting edifying les sons every­
where , and embodying even whil� Bt speaks of the past , a hi story of humanity written in advance . l 
The dignity of man s een in Genes is  as indicat ed by the fact of his having 
been created in the image of God ,  t eaches , according to Ben Azai , even 
a greater principle than that of loving one ' s  neighbor . Another Rabbi 
stated that the Torah as a legal code would have only begun with Exodus 
Chapter 12 , where the first ( larger ) group of laws i s  presented , but 
God ' s  obj ect was to reveal to Hi s people the power of Hi s work ,  that is , 
"He showed hi s people what his strength could do , bestowing on them the 
lands of other nations "  ( Psalm 116 : 6  NEB ) . For thi s reason , in the 
end , I srael could justify the later history of her conQuests . 
The Book of Genesis  which i s  an account of the manifestation of 
God ' s  power , as revealed in creation , in the history of the patriarchs , 
and which leads up to the story of the Exodus , i s , according to some 
Rabbis , the book of the covenant which Moses read to the people ( Ex .  24 : 7 ) 
even prior to the act of revelat ion . Genes is , therefore , which unlocked 
before them one of the inner chambers of the king , was considered by 
the Rabbi s  to be one of I srael ' s  greatest privileges , granted to them as 
a reward for their submi ssion to God ' s  will . 
18 Schechter , �· c it . , p .  120 . 
Thus Torah , even as represented by the Pentateuch , i s  not mere 
Law , the Rabbi s  having discerned and appreciated in it other 
than merely legal elements .  Moreover , the term Torah is not 
ahrays confined to the Pentateuch . It also extends . . . to 
the whole of the Scriptures on which the Rabbis ' laboured ' with 
the same spirit and devotion as on the Pentateuch .  For indeed 
' the Torah is a triad , compo sed of Pentateuch , Prophets ,  and 
Hagiographa . ' 1 9  
It  is  in  keeping with thi s  spirit--the Prophets and the Hagio-
grapha being a part of the Torah--that the former are c ited in Rabbinic 
literature with the terms "for it is  said" or " it is  written"  in the 
same manner as the Pentateuch .  Also in the controversy relating to 
scriptural authority for belief in the doctrine of resurrection , both 
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the Prophets and the Hagiographa are �uoted under the name of Torah ; and 
the t estimony found in them seems to c arry as much authority as that 
derived from the Pentateuch .  Schechter commented : "To the Jew , as 
already pointed out , the term Torah implied a teaching or instruction , 
d th f " d  h t b th h 1 f th s . t 20 an was ere ore Wl e enoug o em race e w o e o e crlp ures . 
To a c ertain degree it i s  extended even beyond the l imit s of 
the Scriptures . For example Jewish scholars observe the private lives 
of their masters because they are de sirous of learning Torah . In this 
sense it i s  used of another Rabbi , who held that the common every day 
talk of the people in the Holy Land was a Torah in that it conveyed an 
obj ect lesson . Even today , a member of the synagogue will address 
hi s Rabbi saying , "Pray , t ell me some Torah . "  The Rabbi will recite 
ver ses  of Scriptur e , but will feel the nece s s ity of giving him some 
19Ibid .  , p .  121 . 
20Ibid . , p .  125 . 
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spiritual or allegorical interpretat ion of a verse , or some general 
remarks bearing upon morals and conduct ; thi s , too , i s  Torah . 
III . THE STUDY OF TORAH RESULTS IN ETHICS ( MIZHOTH ) 
According to the Rabbis ,  the study of Torah leads to the practice 
of the mi zwoth contained in the Torah . The Torah is  of  divine author-
ship , hence the cow�andments and laws of the Torah--the mizwoth--are 
divine mandates . 
The Rabbis  proclaimed that the knowledge of Torah directly 
influenced man ' s  thinking and conduct . Torah pos ses sed an immediate 
practical efficacy . Therein lies  the explanation for the momentous 
s ignificance Torah holds in Rabbinic  theology ; it produces direct 
practical results in the experiences  of life . Kadushin maintained that : 
a knowledge of Torah means a knowledge of the mi zwot--command­
ments and laws--contained in the Torah . If  your kno>rledge of 
Torah is sound ' your very bones will be alert for mizwot , '  that 
i s , you will s eek opportunities for performing them . Even the 
man who i s  taught but one verse  of the Bible or but one halakah 
i s , apparently made alert for mizwot . The knowledge of Torah , 
which means the knowledge of  the mi zwot , stimulates  t£e individual 
to perform the lavs and commandments he has learned . 2 
The Rabbis  also taught that the divine authorship is  not limited 
to the lavrs and commandment s of the Bible . The unvri tten Torah , 
containing lavrs derived from the Bible through the use of various 
hermeneutic rules , they likewis e  are regarded as of divine origin . Both 
kinds , they contended , are to be equally accepted as mi zvot , commandments 
21Max Kadushin , Or�anic  Thinking ( New York : The Jevish Theological 
Seminary of America , 1938 , p .  69 .  
of God .  
Sinc e they are commands of God , man ' s  plain duty is to practice  
the mi zwot . The study of Torah i s  important , however , it  must lead to  
practic e .  Not only are practice  and conduct the effect of study , but 
effect and cause are almost identical , the efficacy of Torah being 
impli c it in the study of it . The study of Torah never supercedes 
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conduct , the practice  of the mi zwot . This i s  evident from the fact that 
he who i s  l earned in the Torah but transgresses  its  commandments i s  
guilty of profaning the Name of the Lord . 
Holines s , then , becomes the highest achievement of the Law . Not 
only does Torah denote "t eaching , "  but it al so includes doctrine and 
practic e ,  religion and morals . The Torah was a neces sary consequence of 
the covenant . In his "Philosophy of Jewi sh Ethic s "  Kapplan commented : 
The purpose  to be served by the laws of the Torah is  unmistakably 
set forth again and again . That purpose  i s  declared to be that 
of rendering Israel a holy people . During the preparations for the 
theophany on Mt . Sinai , Moses  was commanded to tell the Israelites 
that they were to be · ' a kingdom of pri est s and a boly nation ' 
( Ex .  19 : 6 ) . In the very midst of vrhat i s  known as the ' Book of the 
Covenant ' ,  vrhich contains most of the laws that have s erved as  the 
basi s  of c ivil j uri sprudence in traditional Judaism ,  we read , 
' And ye shall be holy unto me ' ( Ex .  22 : 30 ) . The collection of 
laws known as the ' Holiness  Code ' is  c alled such because of the 
opening behest , which seems to r epresent the spirit intended to 
animate the whole of that code : ' Speak unto all the congregat ion 
of the children of Israel , and say unto them ; ye shall be holy ; 
for I the Lord your God am holy ' ( Lev . 19 : 2 ) . That the keeping 
of the commandments is to be the means of rendering Israel holy 
i s  stres sed in nwnerous pas sages ( Lev . 22 : 31 ;  Numbers 1 5 : 4 0 ;  
Deut . 14 : 2 ,  14 : 21 and 23 : 1 5 ) . 22 
The s ignificance of the term "holines s "  i s  indicated in the 
meaning of its  Hebrew equivalent , kadosh , which expresses  a quality that 
22Louis Finkelstein , ( ed . ) ,  'rhe Jews : Their Hi story ,  Cultur e , � 
Religion , Vol . II , Third Edition , ( New York : Harper & Brothers , Publi shers 
1960 ) ,  p .  1027 . 
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includes negatively , 1 1 s eparation from 11 and positively ' �dedication to . 1 1 
Relating to the Jews , holiness  involved s eparation from all the demoralizing 
influences of the surrounding pagan and idolatrous nations . Pos itively 
considered , holines s  embraced dedication to the s ervice  of the Lord . In 
the midst of their evil surroundings it was not sufficient for them to 
keep aloof from that which was abominable and evil ; they also were 
responsible to cultivate the good and the noble . Instead of a cult 
that was degrading , the Torah offered a system of religious observances 
which was conducive to high moral qualities . This was the true purpose 
of study and of the Halakhah contained in the Mi shna of the Talmud . 
And in plac e of a morality that was s elf-c entered , the Torah provided 
an ethic that placed s ervice  to others as the focal point of its mi s s ion . 
CHAPTER VI 
COMPARISONS AND CONTRASTS 
Rabbinic Judai sm and the Pauline Idea of Faith both derive from 
a common root . There are a number of s imilarities  to be found in the 
two distinctive systems , especiallY, as r elated to their foundations . 
Yet there i s  an appreciable divergence in their respective interpr�tations 
concerning the purpos e  and application of the Law , thus producing two 
ideologi es that are mutually exclusive . 
I .  POINTS OF COMPARISON 
Judaism i s  built upon two basi c  doctrines :  ( 1 )  monothei sm , the 
belief in the one and only God ; ( 2 ) the covenant election of I srael to 
be the bearer s  of this fruit . 
The c entral tenet of Judaism i s  the belief in the one God , the . 
Father of all humanity . Finkelstein emphasi z ed :  
The first Hebrew words which a Jewish child learns are the 
confession of faith contained in the ver s e , 'Hear , 0 Israel , 
the Lord i s  our God , the Lord i s  One , ' and every believing 
Jew hopes  that as he approaches his end in the fulnes s  of t ime , 
he will be suffic i ently consc ious to repeat thi s same confes s ion . 
Thi s  monotheistic belief i s  subj ect to  no qualification or 
compromis e . l 
Paul , as a boy reared in the Jewish Religion , undoubtedly repeated 
this confes sion many times , and later it became permanently fixed in hi s 
mind as he studied at the feet of Gamaliel in Jerusalem . He reiterat ed 
1Louis Finkelstein , The Beliefs and Practices  of Judai sm ( New 
York : The Devin-Adair Company , 194 5 ) , p-:--2"0 .  
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thi s same conviction in his letter to the Church at Ephesus years 
lat er ,  as a Chr i stian , stating there i s  "one God and Father of us , who 
is  above all and through all and in all" ( Eph . 4 : 6 ) .  
Judaism affirmed that in God all existence has its  creative 
source  and mankind its  ideal of conduct . Though transcending time 
and spac e , He is the in-dwell�ng presence of the world .  He is  to be 
wor shipped both as the Lord of the univers e  and as a merc iful Father . 
Paul held the same basic concept and made it clearly known while 
speaking to the men of Athens (Act s 17 : 22-28 ) . 
Judaism also place s  great emphas i s  upon the fact that God 
singled out Israel to be His chosen people . It was with them He made 
a perpetual covenant . This was expanded by Kaufmann in Chapter 4 and 
succintly stated by Norman Snaith at the close of the chapter . Paul 
likewise  supported the doctrine of the election of Israel by stating an 
important truth conc erning his ancestors : "They are Israelites , and 
to them belong the sonship , the glory , the covenants , the giving of the 
law , the worship , and the promi s es ; to them belong the patriarchs . 
(Romans 9 :  4-5a ) . 
Election for a moral spiritual purpose  requires  that the elected 
shall lead a distinct type of life calculated to reali ze  the purpose and 
demonstrat e its value . This  c annot be accompli shed without a s et of 
laws , precepts , and regulations . Thus the Torah was revealed by God 
to Moses  with its numerous particulars , written and oral , which embraces  
all phases of the life  of the Jews . The express  purpose was to fulfill 
the -.rord of the prophet "He has showed you , 0 man , what is good ; and 
1 1  
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what does the Lord require of you but to do justic e ,  and to love kindness , 
and to walk humbly with your God? " ( Micah 6 : 8 ) . Hertzberg introduced 
his •mrk on Judai sm with these  words : 
God made a covenant with a particular people that it should be 
His priesthood . To this people , the s eed of Abraham , the 
slaves He had just redeemed from Egypt , He revealed the Torah , 
the Lm-r which they were  to obey , as the particular burden of the 
Jews and as the s ign of t�eir unique destiny in the world .  He 
chose  the land of Canaan as His inheritance and that of His 
people , the Holy Land which vould forever remain the place in 
which He would most clearly be manifest . 2 
Paul also believed that God revealed His Law to Moses  and to Israel , that 
to the Jews were entrusted the oracles of God (Romans 3 : 2 ,  9 : 4 ) .  The 
purpose of the revelation he s et forth in 2 Timothy 3 : 17 , nthat the man 
of God may be complete , equipped for every good work . "  Only by living 
according to the principles s et forth in the Hord of God could a man 
live a life that was acceptable to Jehovah . 
However , the manner in which Paul and the Rabbis  interpreted the 
meaning of these  basic doctrines constitutes  the essential contrast of 
thi s thesi s .  Having briefly considered the fundamental resemblanc es 
that sustain between the two systems it now becomes necessary to 
examine the difference .  
II . POINTS OF CONTRAST 
Rabbinic Judaism emphatically declared that God i s  a spirit with 
no physical , vis ible form . Paul believed without doubt that God vas 
2Arthur Hertzberg , Judai sm ( New York : George Brazil1er , 1961 ) , 
p .  11 . 
manifested in human flesh . His Philippian letter affirms thi s' in 
chapter 2 ,  verses 5-7 . 
Have this mind among yourselves , which you have in Chri st 
Jesus , who , though he was in the form of God , did not count 
equality with God a thing to be grasped , but empti ed himself , 
taking the form of a servant , being born in the likeness of 
men . 
For God to become incarnate apd reveal himself as a man i s  totally 
untenable to the Rabbi s .  Hence their rej ection of Jesus Christ as the 
Mes siah come in the flesh . To the Jews thi s was a repugnant doctrine , 
espec ially the concept of God being cruc ified as a man . Paul stated 
that "Christ crucified was a stumbling block to the Jews " ( 1  Cor . 1 : 23 ) . 
Klausner beli eved in the headship of the Mes s iah , but apart from 
that of deity . He contended : 
The Jewish Mes siah i s  the head of humanity by reason of his 
ethical standards , but not because God has turned over to him 
his ( God ' s )  own headship , as Paul would have it . Indeed , Paul 
goes so far in thi s opinion that he dares to place God and Jesus 
on the same footing : ' Grace  to you and peac e  from God our Father 
and the Lord Jesus Chr i st . 1 Here we have the essential and basic 
difference in Messianic belief  as between Jews and Christians-­
even Pauline Christians . 3  
But Paul was convinc ed vTithout any reservation of the fact that Jesus 
Chri st was God in human form . As Machen said : "Everywhere in the 
Epistles , moreover , the attitude of Paul toward Christ is not merely 
the attitude of man to man , or s cholar to master ; it i s  the attitude of 
man toward God . )
� 
3 Klausner , ££· c it . , p .  470 . 
4 
Machen , ££· c it . , p .  198 . 
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The Covenant that God made with Mos es was one of the chi ef pillars 
in the foundation of Judaism . However , in  transmitting the three-fold 
law ( the commandments ,  Exodus 20 : 1-17 ; the judgments , Exodus 21 : 1  to 
24 : 11 ;  and the ordinances , Exodus 24 : 12 to 31 : 18 )  to Israel through 
Moses , God entered into a conditional covenant with His chosen people . 
The terms of that Covenant were  stated in the phrase ,  "if  you will I 
will , and if  you will not I will not . "  In  Deut . 28 : 1-62 , as in  numerous 
other pas sages of the Old Testament , these  stipulations which condition 
the covenant was des igned to depend upon the faithfulness  of Israel , 
God foretold their failure and the suffering that would follow 
( Deuteronomy 28 : 63-68 ) . History has only confirmed the divine prediction 
as to their failure . The captivities  and the exile in Babylonia  are a 
tragic commentary on Israel ' s  departure from the faith of her fathers . 
The fact that Israel survived during the exile and returned to her 
land convinced the people that there was only One God , supreme in wi sdom 
and power ; that they alone were His chosen ones ; and that God would 
c ertainly accomplish a glorious destiny for them at the head of the 
nations . 
Paul interpreted the Covenant from another point of view .  The 
nation failed to live up to her responsibilities  to God ,  hence ,  she 
was s et aside temporarily while  He established a New Covenant with men 
sealed with t.he blood of His annointed Son , Jesus Christ . That Covenant 
provided salvation for all who would acknowledge Him as Saviour and 
Lord . Paul saw God ' s  covenants with Israel , then , more in the s ense  of 
divine promi ses  rather than cooperative contracts .  They were declarations 
of God ' s  great intention consonant with His redemptive plan . 
With reference to the Torah , Paul and the Masters of Israel 
agree that it was divinely revealed by God to Moses  and passed onto the 
peopl e .  However , Rabbinic Judaism advocates  that all truth was given 
in the Torah and that everything that was subsequently written or 
ll4 
spoken by God ' s  specially called prophets and sages in succ eeding 
generations was implicit in tne Law . Paul does not agree , but holds 
that "all Scripture  i s  inspired of God" ( 2  Timothy 3 : 16 ) . He places the 
ent ire  Old Testament Canon on the same level giving preference to no 
particular s ection or book . Paul further believed that his predecessors 
in the Chri stian faith were inspired by God ( the Apostle ' s  and their 
doctrine , for example )  and their t eaching was to be accepted in the New 
Testament Canon . He asserted that his own teaching and his letters were 
the results of the ministry of the Holy Spirit in divine revelation 
( See 1 Cor . 1 5 : 1-3 ; Galatians 1 : 6�18 ) .  
Paul and the founders of Judai sm also differed in their under­
standing of the reason behind the giving of the Torah . I srael believed 
that the primary purpos e  of the divine revelation was that they might 
study it in order to obey its commandments and walk ac cording to it s 
precepts . Thi s alone was nec essary to please God and as sure them of a 
life of bli s s  in the hereafter . Thus the Law became an end in itself .  
Paul saw the reason for the giving of the Torah as a revelation of God ' s  
standard of righteousness and to prove conclusively that no man could 
attain unto it . Therefore , it impressed upon the people the need of 
divine intervention . This  was accompli shed by Christ ' s  death and 
fini shed work upon the cros s . He alone had perfectly kept the Law , 
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sat i sfied the j ust demands of a Holy God and made atonement for s in .  
The Law was an instrument given for a definite period of time , a tutor 
to bring men to Christ who not only fulfilled all the lavr demanded but 
provided redemption through His blood . 
Another significant contrast between the two ideologies was in the 
area of hermeneutics . Paul ' s · formula for studying and interpreting the 
Scriptures was a c areful , exegetical , analytical and logical method , 
drawing out from the divine revelation truths that were clear and 
implicit . By comparing Scripture with Scripture he was able .to build 
doctrines that were  supported by the entire corpus of spiritual truth . 
Hi s philosophy of biblical interpretation is  disclosed in the epi stle 
to the Church  at Corinth : 
Now we have not rec eived the spirit of the world , but the Spirit 
which  is from God , that we might understand the gifts  bestowed 
on us by God . And we impart this in words not taught by human 
wisdom but taught by the Spirit , interpreting spiritual truths 
to those who possess  the Spirit ( 1  Cor . 2 : 12-14 ) .  
The Rabbis employed a system known as  "creative Midrash" or s earching , 
by which unsuspected meanings could be derived from the Scripture . In 
theory , Midrash was the discovery of what the Rabbis felt were the under-
lying implications of a pas sage . In practice , it was often the case  of 
r eading into a Biblical verse  or pas sage an idea manifestly not there . 
One factor that contributed largely to this type of study was 
their strong faith in the importance of  the Oral Law. They dogmatically 
held that , c ontained in the Written Law , were spiritual truths that 
could only be di scerned by many hours of tedious searching . These truths , 
they believed , were supplied in answer to new situations that were 
constantly ari s ing in everyday life . Hence ,  the need for practical 
answers from the Scripture . 
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CH.Al'TER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Bas ically , Judaism is a way of life which purposes  to transform 
virtually all human action into a means of con�union with God . The 
Rabbi s affirm that through thi s communion with God ,  the Jew i s  enabled 
to make his contribution to the establishment of the Kingdom of God and 
the brotherhood of men on earth . So far as its disc iples  are concerned , 
Judai sm seeks (by means of thorough study of the Torah and strict 
adherence to the Halakhah ) to extend the concept of right and wrong to 
every aspect of their behavior . Therefore , Jewish rules of conduct 
apply to every facet of life , including worship and ritual , relationships 
between men , one ' s  own personal life , even the preservation of health and 
the care  of diet . 
This demands di sc ipline which involves ;  faithfulness  to the Law , 
prayer three times a day , if  pos s ible at the synagogue ; the offering 
of thanks and blessing before and after each meal , prai sing God for 
any special pleasure , such as the receipt of good news , et c et era , and 
the recitation of c ertain pas sages of Scripture each day . Great emphas is  
i s  also placed upon repentance .  Bamberger stat ed :  
God expects us to obey Hi s law ; but when we fail--as fail we 
must sometimes--we should · recognize  our shortcomings , confess  
them with honest regret , and return to God and His  Torah . 
Sincere r epentance will not be rej ected by God , the loving 
Father of mankind . l 
Because Judaism i s  a way of life , no confess ion of faith makes one 
a Jew . Jevs d o  not believe in the doctrine of personal salvat ion as 
1Bamberger , 2.£.· c it . ,  p .  126 . 
expres sed in the Gospel . Belief in  the dogmas of Judaism must be 
expres sed in the acceptance of it s discipline , rather than in the 
repitition of a verbal creed or formula . But no failure either in the 
matter of accepting the beliefs of Judai sm or to follow its  instructions 
is  sufficient to exclude from the fold a member of the Jewish faith . 
According to Jewi sh tradition , the covenant between God and Moses  at 
Sinai included all those  who were present and also all of their 
children and children ' s  children . There is  therefore no need for any 
c er emony to admit a Jewish child into the faith of Judaism.  Born in a 
Je-vri sh home , he becomes at onc e ,  " a  child of the covenant . "  The fact 
that the child has Jewish parents places  him under the same obligations 
which God gave to his forefathers .  
For Paul , Jesus was the fulfiller of the purpose of the Law . 
Until the coming of Christ  no man had been able to keep the whole Law 
of God . The entire hi story of I srael could be  summed up in one word : 
failur e . Thi s  tragic  failure nece ss itated a new covenant in which God ' s 
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holines s  could be satisfied and man ' s  need provided . Thi s was accomplished 
by Christ ' s  death on the cros s . 
For God has done what the Lavr , weakened by the flesh , could 
not do : s ending his own Son in the likenes s  of sinful flesh 
and for sin , condemned s in in the flesh , in order that the 
just requirement of the Law might be fulfilled in us , who 
walk not according to the flesh but according to the Spirit 
( Romans 8 : 3-4 ) . .  
Thi s  means that the coming of Jesus Christ into the world introduced a 
new principle in the human-divine relationship , namely the principle of 
grace .  For Paul , the entrance of Christ brought about the " end of the 
age s "  ( 1  Cor . 10 : 11 )  and therefore a completely new approach  in God ' s  
dealing with man . The Christian has the law of God written upon the 
tables  of his heart in accordanc.e with the prophetic words of Jeremiah 
( 31 : 33 ) . From henceforth the autonomy of the Law is  broken and does 
not apply to believers who are under the law of C�Jist ( 1  Cor . 9 : 11 ) . · 
This openness for God which makes mere conformity to the external Law 
a fut ile attempt to gain righteousness , i s  the mes s ianic c ategory in 
which the Christian life subsi st s . 
While the Law spelled out man ' s  autonomy , the Holy Spirit 
represents not man ' s  independence but his total commitment to the Lord­
ship of Chr i st . Paradoxically speaking , Christ ian freedom consist s  in 
complete subj ection to the authority of God ( 2  Cor . 10 : 5f ) . It is  
therefore no more a matter of  correctly interpreting the precepts of  
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the Law in order that men should know how to abide by its commandments .  
For Paul , the Gospel message declares  that "God was in Christ reconciling 
the world to Himself" ( 2  Cor . 5 : 19 ) ; that God broke into  human hi story 
to reveal Himself as Saviour and Lord ( Romans 1 0 : 9 ,  10 ) .  Sinc e Christ 
died for sinners , not Law but Grace is  the norm of  God ' s  dealing with man . 
The Law stood for man:' s ability to work out his own s alvation 
ac cording to Rabbinic thinking , ivhile Paul stres sed the fact that the 
Gospel proclaimed hi s utt er spiritual bankruptcy . It proved conclusively 
that man in hi s own strength was totally unable to even begin to cope 
with the demands of a Holy God. . Only through faith in the redemptive 
work of Christ c an man realize  forgiveness  of s ins , assurance of 
salvation , and peace with God . This  is  the essence of Paul ' s  argument . 
In summary we find that interpreted in terms of Christ as �·1essiah 
and Lord the Pauline idea of faith i s  diametrically oppos ed to the 
Rabbinic concept of salvation by means of Law-keeping . The great 
gulf between the two religious systems is forever fixed . To affirm 
the absolute uniqueness  of Jesus Chri st , as Paul doe s , i s  to emphasize 
the particularity of the Chri stian faith and make it completely 
incompatible with the Rabbinic concept of Halakhah . 
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The following conclusions emerge from a critical and comprehensive 
study of the two positions : 
Rabbinic Judaism , as di stinct from the Religion of Israel , i s  a 
post-exilic phenomenon which emerged at the t ime of the restoration 
under Ezra and Nehemiah . The restoration did not presage a revival of 
the pre-exilic nation with its national institutions and cult . That 
order was completely destroyed by the captivity and exile . Henc e ,  the 
community of Israel needed to develop some external form in which to 
exi st as a religious body , some delineat ion of it self that would safe-
guard it s identity as the people chosen of God .  The c essation of the 
sacrific ial system as a r esult of the destruction of the Temple 
necess itated a type of stop-gap religion that would satisfy the spiritual 
aspirations of the congregation . Thi s  i s  precisely what Judaism 
constitutes , a religion that falls short of  realizing the fulfillment of 
its Mes s ianic hope . Bright commented :  
Judaism did not find it s future as an e schatological community . 
The way actually taken was the only one left open ; it was that 
pointed out by the Pharisee , the vray that led to normative 
Judaism ,  to the Mishna and the Talmud . The history of Israel 
would continue in the history of the Jewish people , a people claimed 
by the God of I srael to live under his law to the last generation 
of mankind . 2 
2Bright , SR· c it . , p .  4 52 . 
To I srael , therefore , Old Testament theology found its  fruition in the 
Talmud . The hope spoken of by the prophets i s  to them a thing yet 
unfulfilled , indefinitely postponed , to be a�xiously awaited by others ,  
completely given up by some , and seculari zed by many . 
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Judai sm ,  then , i s  not truly a religion bas ed entirely upon the 
Old Testament . It ass erts that it is Biblically ori ented , claiming that 
it i s  founded upon the Torah ; yet it s roots are deeply imbedded in the 
Talmud . By far the greater emphasi s  i s  placed upon the Oral Law which 
they hold that Mose s  received together with the vlritt en Lavr as a 
supplement for purposes  of implementing its commandments and precept s .  
It was the means , they maintain , by which Torah and l ife were made 
co-extensive . No phase of human life was l eft outside the direction of 
the religious law , "and where the old lavr cralllped and di storted life 
instead of enriching it , some way was usually found to modify it by 
interpretat ion . " 3 These  modifications and interpretations of the Torah 
came to be known as "takkanot " ordinances , which formed the " fence 
around the Torah . "  However , it i s  very apparent that the maj or stres s  
was given t o  the Oral Laiv , or the fenc e , a s  i t  were , resulting i n  a 
tragic  neglect of  the main building of truth .  With so much attention 
placed upon the Oral Law the Torah has for all practical purposes  been 
relegated to a pos ition of little s ignificance .  
Another conclusion , clearly revealed , i s  that the Rabbi s i.rere 
blameworthy in that their system of  interpretation was in many cases 
3Bamberger , �· c it . , p .  109 . 
purely i sogesi s .  The Biblical basi s  adduced for numerous of their 
deductions was not convincing because they read into the Scripture 
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ideas and conc epts that were not contained in the texts themselves .  Thus 
many of the Halakhah which are contained in the Mishna are not in 
accord 1vi th the entire body of Scriptural truth . 
Furthermore ,  the tole;rance of Rabbinic Judaism i s  not limited in 
its scope to Jews . They teach a doctrine of universal salvat ion , first 
enunciated by Rabbi Joshuah ben Hananya , and later reiterated by his 
succe s sors that , "The pious of all peoples have a share in the world to 
come . "  This principle has been upheld through the c enturies . 
On the other hand , Paul took i s sue with the principle tenets of 
Judaism . His idea of Faith embraced the concept that the destination of 
Old Testament hi story and theology is Christ and his Gospel . He declared 
that Clrrist was the long await ed and dec i s ive intrusion of God ' s  
redemptive power into human history and the turning point of the ages , 
and that in Him alone there i s  provided both the righteousness that 
fulfills the Law and the suffic i ent fulfillment of Israel ' s  hope in 
all its vari egated forms . He affirmed with strong conviction that Christ 
4 
was the theological terminus of the history of IsraeL The logj_c and 
legitimacy of  Paul ' s  thesis  i s  beyond dispute . Hi s i s  the only correct 
manner of interpreting the prophecies  of the Old Testament . 
Paul ' s  assertion that Christ  i s  the end of the law to all that 
believe i s  consi stent with the entire body of Biblical revelation .  
Thi s does  not suggest that h e  repudi�ted the Law in any s ense , but showed 
4Bright , 2£· c it . , p .  4 52 .  
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that the righteousnes s  of the law is fulfilled in those who believe and 
are strengthened within by the Holy Spirit . Paul did take a very strong 
stance , and rightly so , against the Oral Tradition which was so  
prevalent in Christ ' s  day and his . 
Again , Paul ' s  background and studies quali fied him to speak vri th 
authority concerning God ' s  purpos e  for Israel , His di spleasure with 
I srael for departing from the faith of her fathers ,  and of God ' s  program 
of redemption now , together with His plan of redemption for I srael and 
the nations in the future . This he ably accomplished in Romans 9-11 . 
From our study we are driven to the conclusion Paul ' s  view is 
that Jesus Chr i st is the Mes siah of I srael and the Saviour of the 
world . Hi s death and resurrection provided a means of r edemption 
whereby all men can and must be reconciled to God .  Obviously Judaism 
does  not share thi s understanding . That i s  the very heart of the 
di stinction . 
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